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Evangelist
files suit
vs. MSU
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. — An evangelist is suing Murray State
University, saying university
officials infringed upon his free
speech by barring him from
campus two years ago.
James Gilles — better known
as "Brother Jim" — sued MSU
interim .President Tim Miller,
Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson and
Curris Center Director Jim
Baurer on Friday in U.S.
District Court. Miller and
Robertson are named in. their
official capacities; Baurer is
named individually and in his
official capacity.
Gilles,
who
lives
in
Symsonia, is being represented
by attorneys with the Alliance
Defense Fund.
"Christians
seeking
to
express their faith in public
should not be treated as secondclass citizens," ADF senior
counsel Nate Kellum of
Memphis, Tenn., said in a
release. "Officials at MSU violated Mr. pAsi ,s,maci_tutional
rigtff-by- sWen— _)•-•itrig to
enforce a discriminatory policy."
The lawsuit specifically asks
that MSU's policy requiring
speakers to be sponsored by
campus groups be declared
unconstitutional because it violates people's rights to free
speech and exercise of religion.
Gilles wants speakers like himself to be welcomed on the cam-

pus open areas.
"Arbitrarily deciding who
can and cannot express thspselves in public is a blatant violation of the Constitution,"
Kellum said. "Mr. Gilles was
acting entirely within his First
Amendment rights by choosing
to utiliZe MSU's public areas to
exercise his free-speech rights."
Throughout the 1980s and
much of the 1990s, Gilles used
open spaces on MSU's campus
to share his Christian beliefs
during at least six visits.
During a 1991 visit during
which the evangelist spoke for
three days, Gilles said Baurer
told him that the west side of the
Curris Center serves as the designated free speech area on
campus. Gilles said that area has
a good flow of pedestrian traffic
and was large enough area for
him to speak, according to the
lawsuit.
Then in the late 1990s, Gilles
said he had conversations with
university officials that led him
to believe his visits may be met
with resistance.
When Gilles came to campus
on ...Oct. 4, 2004, laaimaso.
Informed him he would have to
stop speaking until he had campus sponsorship for the event,
according to the lawsuit.
Two days later, Gilles
returned the campus and noticed
the Gideans — a religious
organization — having access to
the university and passing out

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

YELL BELLE: Anita Henson, a student at Murray's Martial Arts America, yells while performing a move Saturday during
the school's Fifth Annual All-American Taekwondo Open Championship at Murray State University's Regional Special
Events Center. Henson was one of two grand champion taekwondo form champions. Students from at least three regional martial aft schools participated in the tournament.

GOP is

threatened
by Foley's
actions
WASHINGTON (AP) —
While GOP leaders scramble to
contain the political fallout from
the latest Washington sex scandal, the FBI is examining
Republican Rep. Mark Foley's
e-mail exchanges with teenage
boys to see if laws were broken.
The FBI "is conducting an
assessment to
see if there's
been a violation of federal
FBI
law,"
spokesman
Richard Kolko
said, declining
to elaborate.
Foley,
a
congressman
Foley
from Florida,
abruptly quit Congress on
Friday after reports surfaced
that he'd sent sexually charged
electronic messages to boys
working as congressional pages.
The disclosure sent House
Republicans into damage control mode amid charges by
Democrats that some House
leaders may have known for
months about Foley's inappropriate overtures toward the
young pages.
White House press secretary
Tony Snow, asked about that
today on ABC's "Good
Morning America," urged
greater efforts to "figure out
what happened here."
He called it "a terrible story"
and said he considered it unfortunate that "people are thinking,
'OK. ca19.1 get political a.dvan-

IN See Page 2A

Driver injured
when vehicle,
horse collide
Staff Report
A driver was injured early Sunday morning after a horse walked
into his vehicle's path on Ky. 121 North.
Joshua R. Maxwell, 25, of Hopkinsville, was southbound on Ky.
121 North near Airport Road at 1:54 a.m. Sunday when a horse
walked into the road, according to a report from the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.
Maxwell tried to avoid a collision with the horse but was unable
to do so. The horse went up the hood and through the windshield on
the driver's side, according to the sheriff's department. The horse
continued over the top of the vehicle, busting out the rear windshield and landing in the southbound lane.
The vehicle continued southbound before going off the right
shoulder of the road. EMS took Maxwell to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for injuries he sustained in the Collision.
Murray Fire Department and Calloway County Fire-Rescue also
responded. The state highway department was notified to remove
the horse.
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Bailey
DOIN':
SAND
Yates, above, left, and Livi
Rogers, above, right, build
a moat for crocodiles to
swim in around their newlyformed castle tower during
Street's
Main
Murray
Saturday Market Saturday
morning on courthouse
square. Many children
swarmed the giant sand
pile to do some art of their
own during the Murray Art
Guild's Arts on the Square
event. At right, Bethany
Yoder, right, gets some
help from Eileen Wirsig,
left, while threading some
materia. Yoder's younger
brother, Andrew, center,
looks on.
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PoilcaSherifilag
Murray Police Department
• Someone came into the station at 3:31 p.m. Friday to report a
stolen vehicle.
•Someone came into the station at 6:02 p.m. Friday in reference
to a burglary.
•A gas dove-off was reported at the BP station on U.S. 641 North
at 6:35 p.m. Friday.
• A subject left Nick's Family Sports Pub without paying at 7:36
p.m. Saturday.
• Charlene Walker, 18, of Murray, was arrested for disorderty
conduct and resisting arrest after a possible fight was reported at
1704 Main St. at 10:12 p.m. Saturday. An assault was reported
•
at the same location at 10:04 p.m.
• A gas drive-off was reported at Max's BP on U.S. 641 North at
9:23 a.m. Sunday.
• A purse was reported stolen at 3:52 p.m. Sunday from MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
• Lisa Peake, 29, of Dexter, was arrested Sunday for alcohol
intoxication)
, disorderly conduct and third-degree criminal mischief. She Also was arrested Saturday night for alcohol intoxication.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A possible burglary was reported on Ky. 121 South at 6:44 p.m.
Friday.
• A shop on U.S. 641 South was reported broken into at 12:19
p.m. Saturday. A case was opened for third-degree burglary and
theft by unlawful taking more than $300.
•A damaged deer blind at Ky.94 East and Ky. 80 may have been
the result of vandalism The incident was reported at 3:29 p.m.
Saturday. A case was opened.
• A semi-truck ran off the road and into a field about a mile north
Lif Hazel at 6:36 p.m. Saturday. EMS, Murray Fire Department
and Calloway County Fire-Rescue were notified.
• A caller reported a white male taking $1,000 from his wallet at
a Ky. 121 location at 6:20 p.m. Sunday. A dark brown Chevrolet
Blazer was in the area. Murray Police Department also was
advised.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

•
KRISTIN TAYLONLedger & Times
OFF AND RUNNING: Runners begin the 5K course through Murray State's campus Saturday morning to raise awareness
and funds for Lou Gehng's disease. The third annual Walk to D'Feet ALS brought out at least 400 walkers and 100 runners and raised more than $40,000

own Crier

Study: School-night 11/, video
games hurt school performance

NOTICE
MI Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet in
special session at 3:30 today
at Weaks Community Center.
CHICAGO (AP) — Parents of their performance from
On the agenda for the meeting is a public hearing and now have science to back them "excellent" to "below average."
second reading of 2006-2007 up when they say, "'Awn off the Sharif said other studies have
shown that students generally
tax rates, paving work pay- TV. It's a school night."
Middle school students who inflate their actual school perment authorization and a resolution
former watch TV or play video games formance when asked. But since
honoring
Murray
Fire Department during the week do worse in both good and bad students
Assistant
Chief
Ronny school, a new study finds, but overrate, their performance, she
Gardner.
weekend viewing and gaming said, self-reporting is reliable.
City doesn't affect school . perform• The
Hazel
Researchers
took
into
Commission is scheduled to ance much.
account the possible effect of
meet at 7 tonight at Hazel City
"On weekdays, the more they different parenting styfes as
Hall. On the agenda for the watched, the worse they did," reported by the students, and
meeting is a report from the said study co-author Dr. !man they still found weekday TV
Hazel Celebration Planning Sharif of Children's Hospital at viewing, video games and RCommittee and monthly finan- Montefiore in the Bronx. "They rated movie-watching harmful.
cial reports.
could watch a lot on weekends
The researchers did not ask
• The
Dexter-Almo and it didn't seem to correlate specific questions about homeHeights Water District will
with doing worse in school."
work rules at home, said Sharif,
meet tonight at 7 at the district
Children whose parents who has three children, ages 7.
office at 351 Almo Rd.,
• The Murray Board of allowed them to watch R-rated II and IS. Her children watch
Zoning Adjustments will meet movies also did worse in class, about an hour of TV after school
in special session at 4:30 p.m. and for boys. that effect was and then "it goes off and they do
Wednesday at city hall to con- -especially strong. The findings homework," she said.
sine researchers didn't specusider a dimensional variance are based on a survey of 4,500
for a detached garage in the students in IS New Hampshire late on why boys might be more
side yard of 1307 Fleetwood and Vermont middle schools. affected by R-rated movies than
The study appears in the girls. But Douglas Gentile, who
Drive.
does similar research at Iowa'
• The Murray Planning October issue of Pediatrics.
Weekend viewing and gam- State University, said boys may
Commission will meet in special session at 5 p.m. ing slightly hurt school perform- be watching more violent RWednesday at city hall to ance, but only when the students rated movies that make them
review the minor subdivision spent more than four hours each more aggressive. The aggresplat for 109 Jameswood day at it over the weekend.
sion may lead to poor school
Drive.
The study didn't look at performance, said Gentile, who
• To report a Town Crier grades or test scores, relying was not involved in the new
item, call 753-1916
instead on students' own rating study.

"This study should hammer
home to parents that this is really 'serious," Gentile said. "One
question all parents are going to
be faced with (from their children) is,'Can I have a TV in my
bedroom?' There's a simple
two-letter answer for that."
Previous studies have found
links between the ability to learn
and TV watching, including a
study that found that children
with TVs in their bedrooms
scored about eight points lower
on math and language arts tests
than children without bedroom
TVs.
The American Academy of
Pediatrics recommends that
older children watch no more
than two hours daily of "quality" programming and that televisions be kept out of children's
rooms.

•Evangelist ...
limits Mr. Gilles' constitutionally protected expression and free
literature. Gilles said the exercise of religion on the open
Gidns didn't have sponsor- accessible grounds on the camship -either. Baurer did offer pus of MSU," the lawsuit says.
A message was left for Rail
Gilles an invitation to stay on
campus only to hand out litera- for comment this moriling.
The lawsuit says the interim
ture, but Gilles left campus
president is responsible for
because he wanted to speak.
Beginning Dec. 7, 2004, administering MSU's policies,
Gilles. and university officials, but Miller wasn't in an adminisincluding general counsel John trative position during the time
Rail, exchanged letters about of the 2004 incident that
the October visits. Then Gilles p• rompted the legal complaint.
made further attempts to sched- Miller's interim tenure • started
ule speaking engagements in the about two months ago and is
expected to end Dec. 1 when
spring of 2005.
"The fear of arrest severely Randy Dunn takeS office.

From Front

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times
SAFETY FIRST: MSU student Alex Klausing, a sophomore from Louisville, left, helps 8year-old Ashley Tabers construct a birdhouse at one of the booths at Disaster Blaster on
Saturday morning in Lowe's parking lot. Lowe's supplied the wooden projects for kids. The
Calloway County chapter of the American Red Cross sponsored the annual.event, which
had different agencies on hand promoting safety.

A man respected and
dedicated to serving the people
of his community.

Caring for women is a

way of life

A 198S graduate of the University of Kentucky College of'Law,

for us...

Dennis has handled over 13,000 caws as our current Circuit Judge.
However, his' commitment to this community reaches far beyond
his role behind the bench. It's the livei'JX.'hat touche4, and continues
to'touch as a husband, father, coach, school council parent member,
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deacon and Sunday School teacher, that help define who I)ennis houst
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KentuckyInBrief
Troopers fatally shoot
eastern 1(y. man
PINEVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- An elderly
southeastern Kentucky man was shot to
death Sunday by state police.
Three state troopers fired at Errol B.
Turner, 78, of Pineville after he allegedly
shot at them first, state police said.
Bell County Coroner Clyde Creech pronounced Turner dead at the scene.
Police said they were responding to a
request for help from Turner's neighbors,
who reported that he was threatening them
with a shotgun.
Troopers Jeremy Lee and George
Howard and Lt. P.J. Burnett were involved
in the shooting. They were assigned to
administrative duty while an investigation
into the shooting continued.

Louisville, shouts suburbia. American flags
and political signs decorate nearby manicured lawns.
Yet, this quiet residential community,just
_outside of Bowling Green, has turned into a
'sometimes frightening place for the couple,
Nelson Espinoza said. They now leave their
home only sparingly, and when they do it's
not for long, he said.
"Now we don't go outside," he said.

"It should be acknowledged that it is a
position that is being4iscussed in our society and that we should allow our schools to
objectively allow dintussion of its merits,"
Cothran said.

Grain company building
biodiesel plant

OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — A western
Kentucky grain company is building a $22
million biodiesel productiojilant.
John Wright, vice president of strategic
planning and development for the
Owensboro Grain Co., told the Owensboro
Messenger-Inquirer that the plant is on track
KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Outgoing to begin production in June of next year.
Kentucky Education Commissioner Gene
It will have the capacity to produce 50 Court of Appeals candidate Logan Askew, a Hopkinsville
Wilhoit says it would be a mistake for the million gallons of biodiesel a year, Wright attorney, mingles with people during a meet-and-greet event
state Board of Education to hire a replace- said, making it among the largest such facil- last week at the Weaks Community Center.
ment who believes "intelligent design" ities in the nation.
should be taught in public schools.
Biodiesel is defined as "a nontoxic,
"Intelligent design at this point has not biodegradable diesel fuel made from soybeen shown to be a scientific theory that can bean and other vegetable oils, animal fats
stand the test," Wilhoit told The Courier- and used or recycled oils and fats."
Journal. "I think it would be a divisive facThe National Biodiesel Board reported
tor to place on the agenda right now."
that
Americans used 75 million gallons of
ROCKFIELD, Ky. (AP) — Nelson
voters will choose a district
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Intelligent design promotes a specific biodiesel last year — up from 500,000 galEspinoza keeps the charred remains of a
judge, a circuit judge, a family
Staff
religious
viewpoint
Writer
that
can't
be
tested by lons in 1999.
4,
makeshift cross in a closet next to his washcourt judge, two Court of At the beginning of the year, there.were
Logan Askew tells Calloway Appeals judges and a Supreme
ing machine, a painful reminder of the big- science, he said — the idea that some complex biological structures and other aspects' 65 biodiesel plants in the U.S. with a total
County voter he's not running Court justice.
otry that still exists in 2006.
against
of
Murray's
nature
show
Mark
evidence
of
a
creator.
annual
capacity
of
395
million
gallons,
One day, Espinoza says, he plans to show
Much of Askew's work has
Blankenship. Well, no, but they
Board of Education Chairman Keith according to the board's data. Eight of those
the relic that was burned on his front lawn to
been in circuit courts, which is
are
hoping
to
have.
the
same
job
Travis
said
the
next commissioner's position plants are expawling and 50 more plants are
his daughter as a reminder of the racism he
title after the November elec- the level that usually comes
on teaching intelligent design won't be a cri- under construction.
before the Cowl of Appeals in "
and his wife, Morena, once faced.
tion.
"If all these projects are cOMpleted and
Kentucky's judicial system..,-;
"When she's got little babies, I'm going terion in the search process. "Debating this
Askew,
a
50-year-old
Decisions at the appellate level .
to tell her when I was 28, they tried to take on a state level probably will distract us onto come on line, they will add an estimated 714
Hopkinsville
attorney, faces sometimes become law.
million gallons of capacity," the agency
.
me out of my home," Espinoza said in chop- that issue more than it should," he said.
Paducah attorney Christopher
But
Martin
Cothran,
a
senior
policy
anasaid.
"What I'm hearing is people-.
py English of his 6-year-old daughter."They
Shea Nickell in one of two
lyst for the Family Foundation of Kentucky,
The biodiesel board said it expects
couldn't."
Court of Appeals elections do not understand what the -.
Calloway County voters will Court of Appeals does," Askew
Espinoza and his wife moved into their said an objectirin to teaching intelligent demand for the blend of soybean oil and
on
their
home about two months ago. Their neigh- design in schools "should automatically dis- diesel fuel to jump from 75 million gallons --see
ballots. said of Kentucky's four-tiereet •
Blankenship, a Murray attorney, judicial system that starts with
borhood, about 130 miles southwest of qualify" any potential commissioner candi- last year to 650 million by 2015.
date.
is running against McCracken district court and goes up to the -,
Supreme Court."So I've tried to
County judge Donna Dixon.
"In my race, I am the person educate people. People aren't
who has the meaningful experi- that familiar with the people
ence over 25 years," Askew said miming."
With about a month until
during a campaign stop in
Hastert asked the Justice
"We need to make sure that new rules on communications
From Front
voters cast their ballots, Askew
Murray on Thursday afternoon.
Department to investigate "any- the page system is one in which between lawmakers and pages.
A
1981
graduate
of is making the rounds to week- tage out of this'."
one who had specific knowledge children come up here and can
Rep. Jane Harman of
end festivals in. western
University
of
Kentucky
College
House
Speaker
Dennis of the content of any sexually work and make sure that they California, top Democrat on the
Kentucky towns and candidate
of
Law,
Askew
has
a
general
Hastert, R-111., in a letter sent explicit
communications are protected," said Bartlett, the. House Intelligence Committee, civil practice in
Hopkinsville forums throughout the region...
Sunday to Attorney General between Mr. Foley and any for- White House counsel, as he said Democrats should have
that has taken him to court- His calendar is filling up, but his
Alberto Gonzales, asked the mer or current House pages and made the rounds of the Sunday been told about concerns over rooms throughout the 24
-county message is staying the same —
Justice Department to "conduct what actions such individuals morning talk shows.
Foley's conduct. "I gather that region he hopes to represent on and he's depending on a net- 'an investigation of Mr. Foley's took, if any, to provide them to
work of judges, lawyers and
Congressional pages, a staple basically nothing was done the appellate court.
conduct with current and former law enforcement."
of Washington politics since the except that Foley was warned,"
Askew and Nickell are court clerks in the area to help
House pages."
A Pelosi spokeswoman, 1820s, are high school students she said on Fox News Sunday.
involved in just one of many him spread it.
White House counsel Dan Jennifer Crider, late Sunday said who serve as gofers in the House
"Rather than listening to
"It really makes tile nervous judicial races. Every judicial
Bartlett called the allegations that Hastert "seems more con- and Senate.
that they might have tried to seat in the state except two what a candidate says at elecinvolving Foley shocking, while cerned by who revealed the
Republican leaders say it's cover this up," said Rep. John Supreme Court justices are up non time," Askew said, "talk to •
Democrats, demanded that Republican leadership coverup their duty to ensure House Murtha, D-Pa., on ABC's -This for grabs. In Calloway County, people who know him:"
investigators determine whether of Mr. Foley's Internet stalking pages' safety, and they're setting Week," adding that already "the
Republican leaders tried tq
t line for pazs reputation of Congress under the
tollhe w
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FORUM
The needs of
eastern Kentucky
FRANKFORT - As a
comparatively poor state,
Kentucky always is playing
catch-up with wealthier
states, including many of our
neighbors.
We spend millions of tax
dollars a
year to attract new
business
and 'industry
to Kentucky, in
addition to
lucrative tax
abatements
and incenTodd Duvall
tives for
companies
to locate in
the commonwealth. (It's anyone's guess what the Ford
Motor Co. could have
extracted from the State
Treasury to keep its two
plants in Jefferson County
operating during the 'company's massive- downsizing.)
Sometimes the public
investment in privately generated jobs is successful Toyota. Sometimes those
public dollars are wasted - a
company opens but never
generates the jobs promised
and departs after only a few
years.
One goal of the state's
economic development efforts
is to promote new jobs in
parts of the state where
unemployment is high and
the need for commerce and
manufacturing is greatest.
The more rural areas of
Kentucky and in particular
the mountain counties in the
east are lonetanding targets
for improved living standards
through job growth and economic development.
But the businesses that
are looking • for places to
expand also are looking for
places their employees and
executives want to live. They
look at the quality • of
schools in a community,
health care availability and
cultural attractions as much
as highways and utilities to
service a new plant.
A report in the Lexington
Herald-Leader last week
gave a glimpse into the
challenge of attracting new
doctors to rural and mountain communities.
A study by the Mountain
Association for Community
Economic Development of
Berea found th/it health-care
providers in more than 50
Eastern Kentucky counties
need almost SI(X) million
. over the next three years more than $62 million for
construction or renevation of
facilities, nearly $17 million
for new equipment and $18
million in working capital.
Much of that money will
have' to be bon-owed, and
the study found that traditional sources for .those
funds, banks, are reluctant to

lend because reimbursement
for health services in that
area is lower than in other
parts of Kentucky. High rates
of uninsured residents, uncertainties and cutbacks in Medicaid programs all make it
difficult for needed health
care improvements to be
financed.
The same factors also are
a prime reason recent medical school graduates are
reluctant to open new practices in those counties. It's
not cheap to open a medical
clinic.
Without expanded health
care facilities and new doctors, however, the area will not be able to attract the
kind of new business and
industry critical to its economic future.
Why not apply the same
incentives to improved medital services in counties
where it is most needed thatwe apply now to economic
development in many of
those same counties?
A state-funded authority
would have the ability to
lend funds at reasonable but
attractive interest. rates to
pay for new and renovated
medical facilities and equipment. The 'authority would
By BRAD FOSS
lend money to doctors who
AP Business Writer
agree to locate their practices
WASHINGTON (AP) —
in counties where their serv- ,There is no mystery or
ices are in most demand.
manipulation behind the
As the original appropriarecent fall in gasoline prices,
tion is repaid, the funds
analysts say. Try telling that
would continue to be reto many U.S. motorists.
invueed in future medical
Almost half of all Amenneeds for the region.
'cans believe the November
could
incentives
also
The
elections have more influence
include local ones now used
than market forces. For
to attract a new manufactur- • them, the plunge at the
ing -plant - no local property
pump is about politics, not
taxes on. a medical ,clinic or
economics.
rebates on. local ,,%,
ayroll
,
. taxes .. Retired fanner Jim
Mohr
f time.
for a certain peri
of Lexington, Ill., rattled off
Gov. Ernie Fletche last
a tankful of reasons why
week was in Washington
pump prices may be falling,
earning praise for his attack
including the end of the
on . the runaway cost of Med- summer travel season and
icaid in Kentucky and his
the fact that no major hurriprogram to erase a mounting
canes have disrupted Gulf of
deficit in the program.
Mexico Output.
If successful, that program
"But I think the big
very well could.be his legaimportant reason is Republicy for Kentucky.
cans want to get elected,"
So, too, could an innovaMohr, 66, said while filling
tive state program to provide
up for $2.17 a gallon. "They
the capital needed to
think getting the prices down
improve health care facilities
is going to help get some
and attract new •health care
more incumbents re-elected."
'providers in counties where
According to a new
the Medicaid program serves
Gallup poll, 42 percent_ of
a large portion of the popurespondents agreed with the
lation. '
statement that the Bush
' Otherwise, state .and local
administration "deliberately
governments are throwing
manipulated the price of
money away developing
gasoline so that it would
industnal parks and providing decrease before this fall's
rail and highway service to
elections." Fifty-three percent
them only to have weeds .
of those surveyed did not
grow' there beCause the nearbelieve in this conspiracy
est medical clinic is 45 mintheory, while . 5 -percent said
utes down the road.
they had no opinion.
Almost two-thirds of those
Todd Duvall is editorial
who suspect President Bush
page editor for The State
intervened to bring down
Journal in Frankfort.
energy prices before Election
Day are registered Democrats, according to Gallup.
• White House spokesman
Tony Snow addressed the
issue Monday, telling
reporters that "the one thing
I have been amused by is
1091 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, kY 42071-1040
the attempt by some people
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
to say that the president has
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been rigging gas prices,
which would give him the
artmpekomiirrayledgeir corn
Alter Homy% Pubiltalver
kind of magisterial clout
eiliirnun'aylede'reiini
Erti• alkpr Mdlii
unknown to any other human
arislarntirrayletiro-r.enm
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before,- Snow said.
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Americans excited, suspicious
over recent gas price slide
na and Rita, which damaged
petroleum 'platforms, pipelines
and refineries across the Gulf
Coast.
Industry officials said the
competition among gas station owners to sell the
cheapest fuel'on the block is
fierce.
"They want to gain market share," said John Eichberger, director of motor
fuels at the National Association of Convenience Stores.
Jay Ricker, president of
Ricker Oil Co. in Anderson,
Ind., which owns about 30
gas stations and supplies fuel
to 30 more, said he's thrilled
to see pump prices sinking
as fast as they are.
With prices falling, more
customers are buying Midgrade and premium gasoline,
Ricker said, and they're
spending more cash inside
his convenience stores, where
profit margins are higher.
"I'd much rather sell them
a donut or a fountain drink,"
said Ricker, whose stations
are selling regular unleaded
for a few pennies above $2.
Fimat USA oil analyst
Antoine Halff said there is
no doubt that "the downturn
in prices is welcome news
from an electoral standpoint
for Use ruling party.- But he
scoffed at the notion that the
U.S. president had the power
to muscle around a global
market.
The plunge in prices,
Half said, is the result of
growing domestic inventories
of fuel, slowing economic
growth and toned-down- rhetoric between Iran and the
United States, which has
been critical of Tehran's uranium enrichment program.
The selloff has been magnified, Half said, by the

supply," said Joanne Shore,
an Energy Department analyst. Data maintaned by her
Swings in gasoline inventories
agency show U.S. inventories
can significantly affect the once
of gasoline at 207.6 million
consumers pay at the pump.
barrels, 6 percent more than
•National average retail gas price
last year and slightly above
Gents per gallon
the five-year average for this
El U.S. gas Inventories
time of year.
(millions of bane(s)
Asked if it was possible
320
Price
that oil companies would
reduce their prices in order
300
to help Republicans, Shore
280
responded: "What company
in their right mind would
260
step forward to kill their
profit 7"
At a suburban Miami
220
Mobil station, where regular
.200
was selling for $2.66 a galSUP*
lon, no one was buying in
180
2006
2006
to the conspiracy theory.
AF
SOURCE Department 94 Energy
"The decrease of gas
prices is simply due to a
recent retreat from the marseasonal adjustment of
ket by many speculative
price,- said Javier Gudayal, a
investors who got burned by
48-year-old civil attorney.
the -late-summer volatility. '
"And that the Bush adminisJust last week, a prominent
tration does not have the
hedge fund told investors
power to manipulate."
that it lost some $6 billion
But in Los Angeles,
due to bad bets on natural
which has some of the highgas prices.
est gasoline prices in the
That said, "the sky is not
country, motorists wouldn't
falling," said Half, who
rule out the possibility of a
believes oil prices will likely
head higher again this winter government eager to sway
and average more than $65 a the electorate.
Twenty-eight-year-old attorbarrel throughout 2007.
ney Amnon Siegel sensed
At the start of summer,
more than serendipity at
oil analysts were worried
work.
about rising demand, the
"I'm sure there's some
threat of hurricanes and the.
sort of string-pulling going
nuclear standoff between the
On," Siegel said, referring to
West and Iran, OPEC's sec" the government.
ond-largest producer. As a
result, crude-oil futures
Associated Press Writers
soared to more than $78 a
Jan Dennis in Peoria, Ill.,
barrel in mid-July.
Alex Veiga in Los Angeles,
But by summer's end,
Will Lester in Greenwich,
these fears had largely dissiConn., and Damian Grass in
pated. On Monday, NovemMiami, contributed to this
ber crude futures settled at
report.
$61.45 a barrel.
"We have lots of gasoline
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Mrs. Youlanda G. Stubblefield
Mrs. Youlanda U. Stubblefield, 74, Hazel, died Saturday, Sept.
30, 2006, at 10:20 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
A homemaker, she was a member of Beth'chain Church of Christ
in Henry County, Tenn.
Born April 2, 1932, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Crawford McClure and Opal Phelps McClure. Also preceding her in death were one grandson, Eric Pugh, and two brothers.
Charles and Edward McClure.
,- Survivors include her husband, Ewing J. Stubblefield, to whom
she was married July 22, 1950, in Murray; one daughter, Mrs. Linda
Stubblefield Pugh and husband, Mark, Corpus Christi, Texas; two
sons;Ronny Stubblefield and wife, Cindy, Slaughters, and Dr. Terry
Stubblefield and wife, Deborah, Collierville, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Sarah Wyatt, Murray, and Mrs. Nancy Winchester and husband, Will
T., Marion, N.C.; sister-in-law, Mrs. Janice Cates, Nashville, Tenn.;
eight grandchildren, Wes Stubblefield, Russell Stubblefield, Laura
Stubblefield, David Stubblefield, Jonathan Stubblefield, Aaron
Pugh, Adam Pugh and Amande Detherage; three great-grandchildren. Laura Brittain and Peyton and Miller Stubblefield; best friend,
Mrs. Lillian Steele, Murray.
funeral was today (Monday)at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Ronny Stubblefield, Aaron Pugh, Terry
Stubblefield, Harold Cates and Will T. Winchester officiated. Mark
Pugh was song leader. Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.

Mrs. Edith M. Nanny
Mrs. Edith M. Nanny, 87, Farmington, died Saturday, Sept. 30,
2006, at S:30 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
A homemaker, she was of Church of Christ faith.
AP
Her husband, Vernon Nanny; one son, Donald Nanny; one grandFUNERAL PROTEST: Rob Duff, of Corbin, Ky. far right, holds an American flag in front of the London Funeral Home where
daughter, Dana Baldwin; two sisters, Pauline Richardson and
services were being held for Sgt. 1st Class Charles Jason Jones in London, Ky., on Saturday. Dozens of protestors with
Lorraine Geib; and one brother, Ira Smith, all preceded her in death.
various points of view stood near the funeral home bearing signs and flags. The family of Jones had invited a half-dozen
She was the daughter of the late Sidney and Esther Cochrum Smith.
groups to wave full-size American flags, express their support of U.S. soldiers and honor Jones after hearing about
Survivors include three daughters; Mrs. Mary Nell Turner and
husband, Gene, Mayfield, Mrs. Carol Cope and husband, Joe,
Westboro Baptist Church of Topeka, Kansas' plans to protest the funeral, according to Military officials. Jones, a 29-yearFarmington, and Mrs. Claudia Siza and husband, Gilmar, Sedalia;
old Kentucky National Guardsman was found dead on Sept. 20 in his quarters in Iraq.
two sons, Keith Nanny and wife, Anita, and David Nanny and wife,
Pam, all of Mayfield; one brother, Tomas Smith, Coldwater; .10
grandchildren; five stepgrandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be today (Monday) at 2:30 p.m. at the
Farmington Cemetery. Bro. Amos Allen will officiate.
Pallbearers will be grandsons, Brian Turner, Jonathon Turner,
In the southern province of used by NATO and Afghan
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) ing next to a pump station ran
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Howard Armstrong, 86, Paducah, died Sunday, Oct. I, 2006, at
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6:50 a.m. at Parkview Nursing and Rehab Center, Paducah.
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The suicide bomber jumped
member of Lone Oak First Baptist Church.
Born in Calloway County, he was the son of the in front of the convoy in eastern injured, Paktiawal said. Police
late Elon Armstrong and Lydia(Brownie)Armstrong. Kabul, said Ali Shah Paktiawal, detained the driver of ,the car
a. senior police official. The that dropped the bomber off
One sister also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth Futrell Armstrong, to attack came two days after minutes before the blast, NATO
whom he had been married for 57 years; one daughter. Mrs. Terri another suicide bomber killed said in a statement.
The attack occurred on a road
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Waldridge, Brookport, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Eva Tucker and husband, 12 people and wounded more
Artell, Murray; one brother, Rev. Glenn Armstrong, Beaver Dam; than 40 outside Afghanistan's frequently used by troops, and
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Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
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(Monday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lions Club
Telethon of Stars, P.O. Box 1416, Paducah, Ky., 42002-1416.
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Mrs. Reva Nell Sirls
Mrs. Reva Nell Sirls, 82, Union Ridge Road, Benton, died Friday.
Sept. 29, 2006, at 9 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A homemaker, she was a member of Union Ridge Baptist
Church.
Her husband, Doyle Sirls; one son, Donnie Sirls; and one greatgrandchild, all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the
late Kara Scott and Irene Williams Scott.
Survivors include one son, Jerry Sins. Benton; one sister, Mrs.
Ruth Trimble, and two brothers, Gene Scott and Joe Scott, all of
Michigan; eight grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. George Culp and Waid Copeland officiated. Burial
was in the Union Ridge Cemetery. •
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Union Ridge Baptist
Church Building Fund, 1014 Union Ridge Road, Benton, Ky.,
42025.

Ira Ewing Shelton
A graveside service for Ira Ewing Shelton was Sunday at 2 p.m.
at Trigg Memory Acres. Cadiz. Rev. James Cox officiated.
Goodwin Funeral Home. lc.. Cadiz, was in
charge of arrangements.
Mr. Shelton, 80, Cadiz, died Thursday, Sept. 28,
2006, at 5:40 p.m. at Jennie Stuart Medieal Center,
Hopkinsville. His death followed a long illness.
Retired from the Kentucky State Penitentiary, he was of Baptist
faith and was an Army veteran of World War II.
Born June 13, 1926, in Trigg County, he was the son of the late
William Riley (Buck) Shelton and Grace Sholar Shelton. Also preceding him in death were five sisters. Esther Stations, Oni Walker.
Mary Lou (Tiny) Bagby, Lucy Adams and Lorene Colson; one
brother, William (Doc) Shelton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Vivian Futrell Shelton; one son.
Don Shelton, Cadiz; one daughter, Mrs. Sandy Davis, Nashville,
Tenn.; one grandchild, Brittany Davis.

Paid Obituary
William Blimline
A memorial service for William Blimline will be Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the home of Margaret Blimline. 5158 U.S.641 South. Hazel.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel is in charge of
arrangements.
Mr.- Blimline, 58, Hazel, died Tuesday. Sept.
26. 2006, at +0:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
His father. Elmer Blimline. preceded him in
death. He was born Feb: 4. 1948.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margaret
(Peggy) Kader Blimline; two daughters. Mrs.
Shelly Kiser. Corpus Christi. Texas. and Ms.
Blimline
Amber Blimline, Murray; one son, Tracy
Blimline. Hawaii; his mother, Mrs. Daisy Buehler. Millsboro, Del.;
two brothers. Randy Blimline, Morrisville, N.C., and Grrir
Blimlinc, Reading. Pa.; five grandchildren.
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Ear, Nose & Throat-of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of
Hearing Loss and Tinnitus
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Dr. Phillip Klapper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Rlapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

i\\Physician's Hearing Center
/I) Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E

e"

300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

STOCK MARKET REPORT

Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. _-.11686.1 + 7.0
Air Products _____..........66.55 + 0.18
12.40 - 0.16
AT&T, Inc.
43.83 + 0.05
BB&T
Bell South ._-___....----42.55 • 0.20
27.60 + 0.05
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb _..14.88 • 0.04
Chesron Texaco Corp 65.29 + 0.43
-0.11
Daimler Chryskr
Dean Foods..,,.41.11 -0.91
+ 0.52
Exxon-Mobil
+ 0.09
Ford Motor
+ 0.23
General Electric ..
General Motors __.3337 + 0.11
GlaxoSmithKline ADR -.54.12 + 0.89
• 0.03
Goodrich
14.62 +0.12
Good year
HopFed Bank* ......16 21 B 16.47 4

s

.IN

.1 iii

IBM.,J1.98+0.04
2039 + 0.02
Intel
23.09 • 0.05
Kroger
Mattel __.......-----.-.-19.73 + 0.03
McDonalds________3937 + 0.25
41.96 + 0.06
Merck._
-2737 + 0.02
Mkrandt.
J.C. Penney........_.............6&14 0.25
65.44 - 0.22
Pepsico, Inc
+ 0.16
Pfizer. Inc.
Regions Financial __-___36.85 + 0.06
Schering-Plough._ 21.83 • 0.26
Sears Holding Corp ......15&90 + 0.81
Time liamer ________18.18 -0.05
- 0.03
S Bancorp .....
WellPoint Inc...,
Wal-Mart...,..,......,

76.80- 0.23
4&29- 1.02

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1.-RI'
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800 444.1854
.rn. M-+
8:00 a.m.-: 'Word lapra as tweet mad ri!Nsart kre-priee unchedied Iadditadal onfonnateon Nobble ocnesurd
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Special marriage study planned
at Goshen UMC on Tuesday

Ladiesofiiie0aks
The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regularly
scheduled golf play on Wednesday.
Dot Finch and Jo Anne Auer were hostesses.
First place winners resulted in a tie.
They were a team of three, Laura Parker,Bronda Parker and
Janet Kirk with extra shot taken and a team of four, Mary
Houston, Melodic Lowe, Cynthia Darnall and Henri Montgomery.
On Wednesday, regularly scheduled golf play will not be
held because of the Rally For A Cure Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Golf Tournament to be played at The Oaks. All persons are encourage to play and to wear pink.

KenlakeLadlesGolf
Kenlake Ladies golf League met last Wednesday for the
monthly breakfast meeting. Attending the breakfast were 13
ladies who then played golf.
The golf game was to see who had the most pars, birdies
and lowest putts.
The winners for the most birdies were Joanne Welsch, Mary.
Neale Barton and Daisy Durham.
Winners for the most pars and lowest putts were Phyllis
Emery, Joanne Honefanger and Martha Lewis.
Others playing were Ina Horton, Freda Elkins, Kay Lockhart. Lisa loon, Mary Madajczyk, Dotty Elliott and Louise
Parker.
Golf play will begin at 9 a.m. Wednesday at the Hamrick
Memorial Golf Course at Kenlake State Resort Park.

Photo provided
Jane McCuiston, scholarship officer
for the Amvets Ladies Auxiliary #45, visited Murray Middle
to donate school supplies. The Auxiliary collects supplies
and delivers them to area schools and also offers three
$300 scholarships each year. Applications are available
through Tootie Oakley, Family Resource Center. Pictured,
from left, are Holly Heathcott, Andre Phillips, Elizabeth
Hernandez and Steven Orr, students, and McCuiston in
rear.
DONATION MADE:

LadiesofMillerMemorial
A Ladies Day Golf Scramble was held Monday at the Miller
Memorial Golf Course. •
The team of Linda Demrow, Patsy Green, Loretta Mann
and Louise Parker reported a score of 51 for first place.
The second place team with a score of 52 consisted of
Daisy Durham, Priscilla Holt, Joanne Honefanger and Jamie
Mullins. Durham had a chip-in on hole No. 5.
Thursday's Senior Scramble resulted with a team of Wes
and Priscilla Holt, Bob Singleton and Joanne Honefanger, and
Jerry and Gayle Weaver placing first with a score of 49 and
a birdie on hole No. 6 with No. 9 being countback hole.
The second place team also had a score of 49 with a birdie
on hole No. I. The team consisted of Norm Jordan. Ed and
Loretta Mann and Kathy Nash.
A hole-in-one was made by Freda Elkins on hole No. 13.
Chip-ins were by Honefanger on hole No. 13 and Gayle Weaver
on hole No. 18.

Black named MHS Rotary
Club Student of The Month

ladlesoffelurrayCountryClub
Ladies of the Murray Country Club will play golf on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
Pairings will be made at the tee.
Hostess will be Betty Stewart.

Center for Health & Wellness
announces free screenings
Glaucoma is the leading
cause of blindness in the United States, with approximately
2 million people having some
degree of visual loss from glaucoma. Osteoporosis is responsible for more than 1.5 million fractures annually in the
United States including 300,000
hip fractures. 700.000 vertebral fractures, and 250,000 wrist
fractures.
It is important to be screened
for glaucoma and osteoporosis
so you do not become a medical statistic. To make these
screenings more accessible to
the community. the ('enter for
Health & Wellness will be offerng glaucoma and osteoporo-

sis screenings during the month
of October for those interested in participating.
Both screenings for October will be on Tuesday. October 17 between 8 a.m. and 12
Noon and I p.m. and 3 p.m.
The screenings are free, but
those participating in the screenings must make an appointment by calling the Center for
Hearth & Wellness.
•For more information or to
schedule an appointment for
the screenings. contact Allison
Lancaster, Health Promotions
Coordinator at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. at 270762-1348.
•

•

Hickory Woods

•

Retirement C•nter

HAPPEN...4111
by Annie/ Posher

We have cenainly enjoyed the
beautiful tall weather this week
Wednesday we played washers and
lust spent the altermx)n outside
enjoying music. refreshments and
absolutely perfect weather Mr.
Charlie Bell and Monk Stallons
were our lead washer players
We enjoyed Donithy Terry Rogers
this week who sang and played the
piano She always brings hock good
immune% with songs from different
crd2

glad to get Debbie Hargowe
out of the hospital She feeling
much hetter and back to work
Juanita f'ohoon celebrated her
birthday this week Her daughter
Ronnie came and had lunch with
her May Jo Watkins also had a
birthday this week We wish both of
e.re

son mar, wee.
We *tent for a ride Thursday afternoon to Kentucky Dam (X course.
we had to stop on the way home and
get ice cream It never gets too cold
for ice cream
Margaret Owens' knitting circle
frern First Methodist Church came
to Hickory Woods this week and
presented Mary Ryan with a Prayer
Shawl This Pryer Shawl Ministry
is a wonderful iiutreach ministry
that ministers to those who are
homebound. in physical need, lonely ce grieving They ended the meeting with Brenda Green saving bee
fresh apple cake for the group
.5411am *he Yob se fowl Ids haw
iftt wry rims Alec
•11.11••••ri Rd • Murray Ky
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Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Mae Flint
& Todd Goselin

•
•

•

Jessica Huscusson
& Toby Kimbro

•

Julie Bartlett
& James Hammack III

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

Keisha Damell
& Jeff Kinsley

•

Bradley Randall Black was
selected as the Rotary Student
Of The Month for Murray
High School. Selected by faculty members. Black is a senior and a recent National Merit
Scholarship semi-finalist recipient.
A 2006 Kentucky governor
Scholar Program recipient,
Black spent five weeks this
summer at Bellarmine University in Louisville; studying
astronomy. While there. Black
was assigned a General Studies class focusing on logical
thought and participated in a
personal .growth seminar.
A MHS Band trombone section leader, Black was also
selected as a Quad State and
All District Band member.. He
also participates in the MHS
marching and jazz band
Black said he feels honored
to be selected for this recognition. "Rotary supports worthwhile Causes at a local, national and international level,"7 he
said. "I am so thankful to
the Murray Independent School
District and Murray High's outstanding students and teachers."
Black, who hopes to pursue a premedical bio-medicine
career, said the Murray High
teachers and coaches have provided him with numerous
"They care
opportunities.
about each student and the
knowledge they acquire." he
said.
A student who is ranked
I I th in his class, Black holds
a 4.0 grade point average and
is scheduled to graduate in
May. A member of the National Honors Society, Black is
also recognized in Who's Who
Among American High School
Students.
A student of numerous MHS
Advanced Placement classes.

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU OCT. 5
- Lindsay McNutt
& Edwin Orange

SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY

Jackass: Number Two
R - 7.30 - 9:35

Kelley Travis
& Allen Sullivan

Melanie Steiger
& Bryan Furches

ltatirtsrry &

gtfrs
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After School registrations planned
and P4 students for

•
Registration for Murray Elementary P3
for •
after school Spanish and for Murray Middle grades 4-6
3
after school French will be Wednesday and Thursday from
St.
to 5 p.m. at the Murray Board of Education, 208 S. 13th
Classes will begin the first Thursday after fall break.

Kappa Department will meet

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo every Tuesday
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray, KY 42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local,
national and 'international charities. For more information call
293-7061.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Singles will meet Tuesday

-Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.

Bradley Randall Black
Black is currently enrolled in
the AP Calculus, European History, Spanish, English IV and
Biology classes. Also a Member of the MHS Beta and Key
Clubs, Black is a MHS Varsity Soccer Team member, vice
president of the MHS Spanish
Club and the MHS Speech Team
treasurer. Also the public relations chair for the MHS Student Council. Black is the captain of the MHS Varsity Tennis Team.
A member of the First United Methodist Church Praise
Team Band, Black is an Eagle
Scout with Murray's Boy Scout
Troop 45. "My Eagle Scout
project was revitalization of
the Murray Elementary School
garden," he said. "I planned
the renovation, secured funds
to make it happen. and then
provided a plan for individual
classes at the grade school to
incorporate the maintenance of
the garden into their curriculum."
A Leadership Tomorrow
member. Black joins other high
school junior and senior members once a month to encourage an understanding of the
services provided by the community.

School For Scoundrels

•
•

Ladies, workshop planned at church

"Celebrate the Lord of the Harvest" ladies workshop will
be Thursday from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church.
Ladies are asked to register by today by contacting Sharon
Siebold at 753-6487, Paula Alcott at 753-1282 or sign up at
the First Baptist Church Library. Childcare will be available at
the church with reservations.

Heart Walk Team plans fundraiser
Heart Walk Team of Heritage Bank will have a rebate day
at Backyard Burgers on Tuesday. Customers are asked to place
their receipts in the box or tell the cashier. Also Heritage team
has a promotion of selling one pound bags of pecans, ,walnuts
and almonds. These may be stored in the freezer for holiday
baking. Proceeds will benefit the AHA Heart Walk.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet Tuesday
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on KY, Hwy. 464,
east of Almo, according to William Dixon, master. '

Dethocratic Party will meet
Calloway County Democratic Party will meet today at 5 at
its new headquarters at 404 N. Fourth St., suite G-H. Former
U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow will meet the voters at 6 p.m.

Masonic Lodge will meet tonight
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight for a potluck supper at 6:30 and degree work at
7:30 at the Masonic Hall on Ky. 121 North and Robertson
Road North.

Dexter-Almo meeting tonight
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet tonight at 7
at the district office at 351 Almo Rd., Almo.

Colonel III
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Gridiron Gang
The Guardian
PGI3 - 7 00 - 9:50
Open Season
PG - 7.15 - 9:10

The Black Dahlia
B- 7:20 - 9:45
The Protector
R - 8:50
Everyone's Hero
G - 6:50
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by Kenneth Tucker

PG13 - 7.10 - 9.20
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A Kentucky Colonel in King Arthur's Court
and
The Swamp Maiden of Venus
A failed alchemical experiment sends a young
Kentuckian into a world where Arthurian legends are reality, and he must encounter a mangy
werewolf talking fish, walking eyes, man-eating
witches, belligerent giants, and a horde of unruly
trolls and their libidinous princess before he can
save King Arthur's Court from the mysterious
Black Knight. At.times whimsical, at times satiric, often humorous, A Kentuclq Colonel is afastpaced adventure in the style of that grand .old
fantasy magazine Unknown Worlds. The Swamp
Maiden is a bitter-sweet tale of young love and a
boy's addiction to fantasy.

AN ailahle on line at Amaron.corn. Barnes & Noble, and viww.authorhouse.cont or
‘uthorhouse hotline (888-2110-7715). Copies are also available at the Murray State
Bookstore and

• •

Tuesday
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters
band room.
at 5:30 p.m. in the Calloway County High School
persons are
Middle and high school parents and all interested
invited.

Bingo play at Knights of Columbus

PG13 - 6:55 • 9.30

Ashley Powell
-& Aaron Grant

Laker Band Boosters will meet
will meet

moviesinmurray.com

Kacee Stonecipher
& Landon Barrow

Amberly Paschall
& Matt Houser

Church will
Goshen United Methodist
Love
"Making
on
study
-week
hold a four
Last a Lifetime."
Love, MarA Biblical Perspective on
and..
Tuesday
begin
will
riage and Sex"
Tuesdays at 7.1
continue for the next three
Ky.
p.m. at the church, located on
commuNorth and Ky. 299 at the Stella
•
.„
nity,
.
"It.
said
pastor,
Rev. Mark Earheart,
r
you've been married one :
if
matter
doesn't
lo's
room for
year or 48 years, there is always
-Datebook improvement
and to make the rest of your• •
By Jo Burkeen life richer." Childcare will be provided.
Community
Editor
,
Volunteer training planned
will be ,
training
volunteer
October
Schools'
Murray City
Education, 208
Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. at the Murray Board of
during • the year:
volunteer
to
planning
Anyone
St.
13th
S.
volunteering at Murshould come to this training. It will cover
High Schools.
ray Elementary, Murray Middle and Murray

Terrapin Station. Cited for copies at other local

bookstores.
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Pairings announced kor
the Rally for a Cure
Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Golf Tournament

Photo provided
Megan Jones, a MMS fourth grade teacher, photographed
with Murray Police Officer and MISD resource officer, Keith
Covey. Jones prepares to walk with her class to MMS for the
beginning Ofsthool. The class has been walking to school in
preparation for Oct. 4.

Photo provided

Leslie Winstead, a MES parent, and her two children Emily
and Kayla will be walking to school on Oct. 4.

Murray Independent School District to
celebrate National Walk to School Day
The Murray Independent
Mills said a portion of the
School District will be joining grant was given to the MISD
stools from around the world to provide funding for educatto celebrate 'International Walk ing students and the commuto School Day on October 4. nity regarding safety when
Murray Elementary and Mur- walking and riding bikes to
ray Middle students have school. "Next Wednesday is
already, been preparing for this the first day that begins a
day through numerous class- whole year of educational meetroom walking initiatives offered ings with students, parents and
by their teachers. In the U.S., community leaders to become
Intematio-nal Walk to School more informed of our city infraDay is expected to include 5,000 structure as well as the schools'
schools from all 50 states. wellness initiatives. We hope
Walkers from the U.S. will our children will learn how to
join children and adults in 40 enjoy our new sidewalks, while
countries around the world.
also promote exercise and famThe event will begin at 7:15 ily time," she said. "Our future
a.m. with Murray Elementary education events include iniSchool (MES) students. Par- tiatives to illustrate the safer
ents will be walking their chil- routes for walking and bicycling
dren to school until 7:30 a.m. and emphasize the importance
Parents are encouraged to walk of issues such as increasing
with their MES children on physical activity among chil. the morning of October 4 from dren, pedestrian safety, and
7:15 to 7:30 a.m.
building connections between
The Murray Middle School families, schools and the broad(MMS) children are encour- er community."
aged to walk or ride their bikes
All MMS students are havto school from 7:35 to 7:50 ing school sack lunches on
a.m. There will be numerous Wednesday and will walk to
activities offered at each school the city park for lunch and
throughout the day to recog- then walk back to their classnize the classes and students es. Morgan Wilson. a Kenwho have participate ,• = "tacky Xarparerneat - of. TramFleanor Mills, MISD assis- portation officer of special protant superintendent of curricu- grams in Frankfort, will be on
lum and instruction, said this hand at 11 a.m. to walk with
campaign is in collaboration a group of students to the park.
with the recent $56,800 Ken- Accompanying the group will
tucky state funded grant that include Mills, Bob Rogers,
was awarded to the city of MISD superintendent', numerMurray to fund the Safe Walk ous MISD board members, and
& Ride program. The grant city officials (Murray Mayor
was used in the recent con- Tom Rushing), (Matt Mattingstruction of sidewalks along ly, City of Murray),
Michael Conley, MES Walk
Poplar, Broach,, Main and 10th
streets and the installation, of To School coordinator, said he
strobe lights, new crosswalks will be recognizing the class
and additional signage. Addi- who has the most walkers on
tionally, Murray was the only Oct. 4 as well as throughout
city west of the rivers to have the month of October."The winning class will participate in
been awarded this grant.

-a
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special gym activities," he said.
"The individual student who
walks the most days will receive
a certificate of award and be
honored on "Tiger Cub News."
Sally Bouley, a MES Parent Teacher Organization(PTO)
representative on the Walk To
School committee, said the
MES PTO is providing support to the national day. "Many
PTO representatives will be on
hand next Wednesday morning
to help in directing the students and their parents to the
school," she said. "We will
also be the extra eyes needed
to help control any traffic."
Mattingly said the City of
Murray has asked the Murray
Fighters to help monitor the
cross walk areas of Locust and
16th streets, and on Poplar and
16th streets. .
"Ken Claud with the Murray Police Department has also
committed to additional officer support for traffic control
at each school," Mills added.
Ann Greenfield, the MMS
Walk to School director, said
there are many plans in place
for Next Wednesday and
throughout October. "The community has opened their arms
once again in support of this
wonderful cause," she said.
"They have provided us with
prize, items that include water

bottles, gift certificates to local
eateries, pedicures, athletic
shoes, movie money and tote
bags."
Greenfield said everyone
who walks will receive a gold
tiger footprint to add to the Walk
To School Hall of Fame wall
at MMS. "Buses will stop at
the corners rather than drop
the students at the entrance
and they will be monitored
from corners as they walk,"
she said. "Each student has
had a tally sheet and they have
been recording how far they
walk each day. Prizes will be
awarded to students who have
walked the most next Wednesday."
Mills said it will be a day
when the community comes
together. "I hope to see children and parents walking
throughout our city," she said.
"I also hope we find our bike
racks full to overflowing evidencing many students riding
bikes to school this day."
For additional local information, please contact Mills at
270-753-4363, or Matt Mattingly at the City of Murray
office. For further information
at the national "Walk To
School," organization, visit
these websites www.walktoschool.org., or wwwiwalktoschool.org..

The ladies of the Oaks Country Club announce the 10th
annual Rally For A Cure golf tournament scheduled for Wednesday October 4 at the Oaks Country Club at 9:30 a.m.,. Pair.
ings for the event are as follows:
Hole # 1(A) J. P. Parker/Lynn Darnell, Frank Scudder/Don
Rogers, A. R. Hatcher/Bobby McDowell Hole # 1(B) Dotty
Elliott/Martha Lewis, Freda Elkins/Daisy Durham,Peggy Noel/Jennifer Crouse
Hole //2 Walter Epps/Claudene Epps, Melonie Lowe/ Linda
Orr,Carrla Stokes/Cynthia Darnall
Hole#3 Jim Green/Patsy Green, Rutrisey Taylor/thus Orr,
David Boyd/Sherri Boyd
Hole #4 Rowena Sanders/Brenda Payne, Bob Sanders/Joe
Gupton, Gerald Parker/Tony Bowden
Hole # 5 (A) Carl Martin/Andy Roy, Charles Nesbitt/Don
Wilhelm, Paul Jerry Lee/Bart Toth
- •
Hole # 5 (B) Buell Stalls/Everett Craig,Einar Jenstrom/Jim
Nance, Dennis Pittinger/Prentice Darnell
Hole # 6 Shelba Barnett/Sue Stone, Gerald Stone/Bob Barnett, Bill E. Murdock/Tom Tucker
Hole # 7 Beth E=terwood/Judy Andrews, Peggy Crews/Joanrue Cavaness, Marcia Pritchett/Julia Brundige
Hole # 8 Ina Horton/Mary Madajeczyk, Kay Lockhart/Lisa
Toon, Sue Outland/Kathy McNutt
Hole # 9 Della Miller/Debbie Boyle, Gary Miller/Bill Seale,
Tom MaxwelUJoey Williams
Hole # 10 Frank Finley/Jeff Holland, Joe B. Adams/Ronald
Adams, Don Murdock/Henry Hutson
Hole # 11 Gary Byers/Faye Byers, Jim Neale/Patsy Neale,
Tom Auer/Jo Anne Auer
Hole #12 Robert Pirtle/T. J. Alexander, Duke Vannerson/Charles
Ross, David Dunning/Sam Dunning
Hole # 13Kathy Harcout/Pam Williams, Janet Kirk/Wanda
Lawson, Mary A. Smith/Laura Parker
Hole # 14 (A) Belinda Elliott/Pauline Howard, Debbie
Monme/Terri House, Gloria H. Thies/Loretta Earles
Hole # 14(B) Ken Bucy/Stewart Armstrong, Gary Graue/Nathan
Smith, Louie Greenfield/Jerry Stanley
Hole # 15 Kitty Steele/Anna Lou Coleman, Mary Alice
Gamer/Sharon Kelso, Wanda Suiter/Rachel Taylor
Hole # 16 Cathy Young/Susan Johnson, Karen Balzer/Kim
Hopkins, Helen Tucker/Angela Snodgrass
Hole # 17 Betty LowryNenela Sexton, Shirley Wade/Bronda Parker, Dot Finch/Irene Woods
Hole #18 Cathy Thompson/Pat Treite, Connie McManus/Donna
Tucker, Carole Fenwick/Sharon Henneke

7iit-/49V-nnouncernen/
Kelsey Noel Morgan
Mr. and Mrs. John David Morgan of Turner Road, Murray:
are the parents of a daughter, Kelsey Noel Morgan, born on
Monday, Sept. 18, 2006, at 3:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 10 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Julie Tucker. A brother is
Kaleb Morgan.
Grandparents are Charles and Ann Tucker of Kirksey and
John L. and Jeanette Morgan of Murray.
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Photo provided
Pictured are Jaimie Murdock, right, senior at Calloway County
High School, being congratulated on his comendation by
Yvette Pyle, CCHS principal.

Murdock named as
commended student in
scholarship program
.Calloway County High age. He has been aggressive
Sdhool principal, Yvette Pyle in his course tif studies includannounced that JaiMie Mur- ing Advanced Placement classdock has been named a Com- es in Calculus, Chemistry. Engmended Student in the 2007 lish, Latin. Human Geography,
National Merit Scholarship Pro- and World History.
He also has been active in
gram. A letter of commendation from CCHS and Nation- the CCHS Academic team,
al Merit Scholarship Corpora- Technology Student Association was presented to Murdock tion, Band, Foreign Language
competition, Student GovernFriday morning.
Commended Students placed ment. Speech team, and the
Nations
United
among the top five percent of Kentucky
more than 1.4 million students Assembly. He serves as his
vita took the qualifying exam. class treasurer and is active in
Murdock is a senior at CCHS • his church and several other
with a 4.0 grade point aver- community activities.
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The only locally owned nonprofit nursing 6'rehabilitationfacility aroundsince 1960.

H1C HENRY COUNTY
MC HEALTHCARE CENTER
239 Hospital Circle. Paris •642-5700 • www.homo-tn.org
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Photo provided
WINNING TEAM: Pictured are the winning 4-H Hippology Team at Memphis Tenn.,
MidSouth Fair on Sept. 23. Pictured left to right are Samantha Bucy, Rachel Talent and
Lauren Harlan. Talent was high point individual. Hippology is the study of horses and is quite
comprehensive. Connie Talent is the 4-H leader and team coach.

Photo provided
JUDGING TEAM: Pictured left to nght are Trent Murdock, Megan Wyatt and Adam Wilson
of Calloway Co. 4-H Sr. Poultry Judging team at the MidSouth Fair in Memphis on Sept. 23.
Wyatt was high point individual and Murdock placed second. Also pictured is Enca Wyatt of
the 4-H Jr. Poultry Judging Team. Other Team members, not pictured, were Lindsey Collins
and Coleman Wilson. Collins was the high point individual. Coaches and leaders attending
were Karen Collins, Tim Wilson and Connie Talent.

White House, lawmakers
Tips on handling cattle
at odds over drought aid
By LIBBY QUAID
- AP Food and Farm Writer
WASHINGTON. (AP) —
Many of the nation's farm fields
have withered under near-record
drought, while others are
approaching record yields. That
has lawmakers and the White
House in a stalemate over billions of dollars in disaster relief.
"Our farmers deserve help
now. This is something that
needs to be considered before
Congress leaves town." Rep.
Earl Pomeroy, D-N.D., said as
" lawmakers rushed toward a
week-ending recess for the
midterm elections.
Some are "literally inches
gway from leaving farming 410gethei,* said Rep. John Barrow,
D-Ga.
Farmers have sweltered
through the hottest summer
since the Dust Bowl of the
1930s, and drought has persisted
in alswath from Montana and
North Dakota south through
Oklahoma and Texas. Fltxiding,
hurricanes and high energy
prices have also taken a toll.
Yet the nation's biggest
crops, corn and soybeans, are on
track for the second-best harvest
ever. according to Agriculture
Department forecasts. Prices are
also strong, with soybeans at
around $5.40 a bushel and corn
at around $2.35 a bushel.
Farm-state Democrats in the
House began trying Tuesday to
force a vote on the issue. But
while giving money to farmers
tends to be popular in election
years, it's not likely before
Congress heads home to campaign for the Nov. 7 balloting.
Standing in the way is the
Bush administration, which
argues that big chunks of money

$26 billion to compensate for drought
Over the past 21 years, 2 million farmers have received $26 billion
in drought payments The payments, to relieve suffering from
drought are going mostly to Texas, Oklahoma and the Dakotas
Received disaster payments 11 out of 21 years
16-
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would go to farmers who don't
need at.
Relief bills would provide as
much as $6.5 billion to farmers.
That's on top of more than $20
billion farmers will get in regular government payments this
year.
More than half the aid money
would go to those - who can
demonstrate losses. However,
up to $1.8 billion would go to all
farmers who get government
payments, regardless of where
they live or what they grow. The
money is supposed to help with
high fuel phces.
"You're going to have some
people that are going to have a
record crop. a much better price.
and they would still receive payments." Agriculture Secretary
Mike Johanns said in an interview with The Associated Fress.
"Americans are always willing to reach out and help people
who have suffered." Johanns

AF

said. "But justifiably so, the taxpayer gets very worried about
programs that aren't targeted."
-The secretary must not be
aware that not only has there
been drought, but there have
been floods, hurricanes and a
dramatic run-up in energy
, prices, which have had a devastating affect on many in agriculture," said Sen. Kent Conrad, DN.D., a sponsor of drought legislation in the Senate.
Other aspects of the proposals are drawing criticism, such
as $6 million for Hawaii sugarcane growers. $6 million for the
flood-prone Devil's Lake region
in North Dakota and $2 million
to indemnify cattle herds for
bovine tuberculosis.
"What's the good of a
Christmas tree if everybody
doesn't have a present under it?"
said Ken Cook, president of
Environmental Working Group.
which tracks farm payments

Failed crops should be reported to FSA
Fanners that sutterrd crop Hall. State Executive Director
losses due to the recent heavy To be approved as failed
rains and flooding are reminded acreage, the acreage must have
to report failed crops to the local been planted under normal conFarm Service Agency FSA). ditions but failed as a result of a
County Office.
natural disaster
"Failed crop acreage should
Additional information on
be reported before the disposi- FSA programs is available ontion of the crop," said Jeffery S. line at www.fsa.usda.gov/ky by
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wild or aggressive temperaments using the Beef
Improvement Federation guidelines of docile,
restless, nervous, flighty (wild), and aggressive.
Avoid working cattle during extreme
hot/humid or cold weather. Wear properly fitting
clothing and protective footwear.
Make sure the handling facilities are sturdy
and durable. It is also important to use proper
and adequate restraining devices such as chutes.
When constructing facilities be sure to take
advantage of the natural behavior of animals.
The facilities should funnel animals into the corral. Cattle move better when they think they are
going to pasture, so the working area should be
positioned to allow them to turn back toward the
pasture.
Be especially cautious around animals that are
handled less frequently or are agitated. Do not
trust or take animals for granted or become complacent. Match age, experience and skill of the
handler to the task.
Also, remember bull and cows that have Just
calved should always be approached with caution.
Understanding animal behavior and following
these critical safety factors should enable a producer to more efficiently handle his livestock
while lessening the chance of,injury to himself.
For more information on beef production,
contact the Calloway County Cooperative
Extension Service.

Notice of Public Hearing of Proposed Tax Rate
Todd Powell, Calloway County Extension Agent for Agriculture/Natural Resources

The Calloway County Extension District Board will hold a public hearing on Monday, October 9, 2006 at 1:00 p.m. till 2:00 p.m. at the
Calloway County Extension Office for the purpose of obtaining comment
from the public regarding proposed 2006 tax rates. All rates are per
$100 assessed valuation of property.
The tax levied last year on real property for the Extension Service
District was 1.45 and produced revenue of $170,759.00.
This years compensating rate is 1.4 and would produce revenue in the
amount of $173,644.76. The Calloway County Extension District Board
proposes a tax rate of 1.45, which will produce a total of $179,876.07.
Revenue expected from New Real property is $9,107.08.
Additional revenue generated will be used for general expenditures of
the Calloway County Extension District.
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When Selling Your Home'

contacting your local FSA
County Office.

By TODD POWELL
Calloway County Extension Agent for
Agriculture/Natural Resources
Having the proper handling facilities, understanding animal behavior and following safehandling techniques can make the chore of moving cattle from field tofield or to the corral less
stressful for the animal and producer.
When moving cattle, the position and movement of the handler is important. Cattle have a
flight zone — the area around them that they do
not like for people to enter. The size of this zone
varies from animal to animal. The animal will
move away vhen a person enters this zone and
that trait can be used to move them from location
to location.
Slowly approach the animal at a 45-degree
angle from the rear and it will move away from
you as you enter its flight zone. If you approach
too rapidly or move in too closely, the animal
Inv
away or turn back toward the handler.
_
o stay on the edge of the flight zone. To
gel the animal to change directions, move up to
its shoulders. When working with cattle, use
increased caution around bulls and cows with
newborn calves.
If you are planning to keep herd replacements
from your calves, they should be graded for their
temperament based on their behavior each time
they are in the squeeze chute. Cull animals with
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DALLAS 45, TENNESSEE 14

Cowboys win clash
with the Titans

OT, 011

OWENS HAS FIVE CATCHES FOR 88
YARDS; DT HAYNESWORTH EJECTED

•

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times
Murray State quarterback Zach Barnard ,(7) flips the ball forward to a teammate as he's pressured by the Tennessee Tech defense during Saturday's OVC contest at Roy Stewart Stadium. Barnard completed 10-of-23 passes for 94 yards and a TD in the Racers' 20-14 overtime loss.

MSU FALLS SHORT OF BEATING TENNESSEE TECH
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
bcg11.4yiir

dent to the Murray State Racers through
the first five weeks of the 2006 season.
There's just one problem, though:
Those signs have rarely shown up on
the scoreboard, where the youthful Racers, for all their efforts, have produced
just one victory.
Murray State (1-4, 0-2 Ohio Valley
Conference) came up on the short end
of the ledger again on Saturday night,
narrowly falling to visiting Tennessee
Tech 20-14 in a defensive battle that
wasn't decided until overtime at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
The hard-to-swallow defeat left firstyear MSU head coach Matt Griffin to
pick up the pieces of a disheartened
Racer squad, who now has very little
time to recover before a rare Thursday
night game at Jacksonville State.
"That's part of the challenge, there's
no doubt about that," said Griffin when
discussing the task of getting his ballclub re-focused for the remainder of a
grueling second-half schedule,' which
includes road trips to JSU, Eastern Illinois and old rival Eastern Kentucky.
"But, at she-same time, I know we're
doing a good job and we've got a plan
to deal with it.
"(The losses) are certainly discouraging. But you've just got to go play
the next one. You can't dwell on the
past. The only thing you can do with

the past is learn from it," he added.
Still, the Racers may have a tough
JAicst„dote4t,._
time sestitui _um
which came down to the final play of
the contest when reserve tailback Dante
Woods dropped a fourth-down pass in
the end zone after Tech had scored to
take the lead in the extra session.
After keeping MSU's hopes alive by
converting on a fourth-and-20 play earlier in the drive, the combo of Woods
anct-fteshman quarterback Zach Barnard
tried to hook up for the fifth time in
the game. But Barnard's throw on fourthand-8 bounced in and out of the hands
of Woods, who was hit hard by a Golden Eagle defender.
Griffin claimed afterward that there
was interference on the play.
"A body doesn't bend like that without getting hit, and hit early," Griffin
explained. "He got hit early, without
question. I don't need to see the tape
to see that. (The ball) was right there
— a good read and a gpod throw
You've got to have some (gu )to make
that call late in the game."
Barnard seemed to back up th sentiments of his coach.
"I didn't see the play, but it felt
good," said Barnard, who finished the
night 10-of-23 passing for 94 yards and
one touchdown. "Dante doesn't drop
balls."
The Racers managed to stay afloat
in the contest despite a poor night offensively in which they gained just 153
total yards. The biggest setback came

BREWERS 5, CARDINALS 3
Freshman defender Blake Booth (85)
and an unidentified teammate attempt
to break up a pass from Tennessee
Tech quarterback Lee Sweeney during the first half of Saturday's OVC
action at Stewart Stadium.
in the running game, where MSU was
outgained 117-59.
Murray's struggles on the ground could
be attributed partly to an injury to tailSee
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GOLF TEAM PLAYS AT UK; VOLLEYBALL LOSES TO TSU
2-1-1 in the league and 5-5-2 overall.
The Racers kept the pressure on
most of the day by leading the shots
category 21-9 and had 12 shots on
goal for day while holding ITU to
seven.
In goal, Heather Jones played all
104:38 to push her record to 6-3-1.
'The Racers now have some time
off to get ready for a trip to Death
Valley for a Friday match at Morehead State and a Sunday tilt at Eastern Kentucky.
Women's Golf
Murray State freshman Andrea
Downer finished the UK Wildcat Fall
Invitational in 35th place on Sunday. when she added a 79 to the 78
and 85 she fired Saturday.
Downer's final total was 242 and
II See

ROUNDUP,38

lost a fumble — which Dallas turned into two touchdowns.
-We just did what we
needed to do, come in here
and get a win," Owens said.
Owens almost had a TD
and even bounced up and
down while still sitting to
celebrate. But one official
overruled another behind the
receiver and said Owens didn't complete the catch.
The Titans -(0-4) started
Young, hoping to stop the
losing. No matter how good
Young was when leading
Texas to the national title
last January, he showed he's
still a rookie with more to
learn in the NFL.
Young was I4-of-29• for
155 yards and ran five times
for 3 yards, including a 2point conversion.
Defensive tackle Albert
Haynesworth was ejected after
stepping twice on Dallas center Andre Gurode, which left.
him needing stitches on his
forehead and below his eye.
That followed a touchdown
by Julius Jones that put Dallas up 21-6 early in the third
quarter.
Haynesworth apologized
after the game and said he
was disgusted by what he
had done. Parcells said he hadn't seen the incident, while
Fisher promised his tackle
would face punishment.
Parcells didn't waste the
opportunity with Haynesworth
out and .started running
straight up the middle.

SCOTT NANNEWLedger & Times

Lady Racers edge TTU in soccer
MSU Media Relations
The Murray State womercs socCer team scored their second straight
match win Sunday, when Rebekah
Clay score), a goal with 5:22 left in
the second overtime to lift the Racers to a 2-1 victory over Tennessee
Tech at Cutchin Field.
The goal can* when Racer defendéî Sara Struve directed a corner kick
in front of the Tech goal. The ball
bounced off a T11.1 defender and
then an MSU player, Clay had her
back to the goal when the ball
bounced shoulder high. She hack
kicked the ball into the goal for the
MSU win.
'The Racers are perfect in two
Ohio Valley Conference matches at
home this season, they also earned
a win over Austin Peay on Friday.
with the win, MSU also moved to

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Drew Bledsoe showed
rookie Vince Young what
some experience — and two
top receivers — can do for
a quarterback.
With all eyes focused on
Terrell Owens a40,..Yottng in
his first NFL stiff for Tennessee, the veteran Bledsoe
shook off an interception on
the opening drive and used
T.O. and Terry Glenn to pick
apart the Titans' defense in
a 45-14 victory Sunday.
Owens had five receptions
for 88 yards, and a touchdown that was nullified, and
Glenn caught five passes —
including two for 13-yard
touchdowns — that give the
Cowboys a 14-3 lead they
never lost.
"I had outstanding protection all day and our running
game in the second half was
very good," Bledsoe said.
"Terry Glenn had a great
game,and Terrell Owens,after
not much practice this week,
came in and really played
well."
The Cowboys(2-1) proved
they ignored all the distractions of the past two weeks
since their victory over Washington, easily winning the second of three road games in
the .first .four contests.
Owens' hospital visit and
mixture of prescribed pain
killers for his broken right
hand with his usual supplements had tin effect on a
team facing a rookie who
was intercepted twice and

AP
Dallas Cowboys running back Marion Barber (24) gives
Tennessee Titans safety Lamont Thompson (28) a stiff
arm to the face in the third quarter Sunday in Nashville,
Tenn.
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GOLDEN EAGLES 20, RACERS 1401

The signs of progrop

Q

St. Louis backs
into playoffs with
another defeat
their third straight division
championship and averted
perhaps the biggest September collapse in major league
history.
The Cardinals lost nine ot
their last 12, nearly squandering a seven-game lead.
But they finally clinched a
playoff berth Sunday in the
fifth inning of a 5-3 loss to
the Milwaukee Brewers when
Houston was eliminated with

PUJOLS,
CARDINALS HEAD
TO SAN DIEGO
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The
St. Louis Cardinals won
another NI Central title with
a team still running in reverse.
There was no sign of distress in a raucous clubhouse.
though, with champagne
sprayi,ng in every direction
after the Cardinals backed into

•See CARDS, 38

MSU Media Relatio,,s

AP

Murray State's Krista Llewellyn battles a Tennessee Tech defender for possession of the ball
during the Racers' double-overtime victory over
the Golden Eagles on Sunday at Cutchin Field

Albert Pujols, right, douses teammate Gary Bennnett
with champagne as they celebrate clinching the NL
central title Sunday in St. Louis. The Cardinals clinched
their third straight division title despite a Sunday loss
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Murray Ledger &

And then there were 3
COLTS, RAVENS,
REARS REMAIN NFL's
ONLY UNBEATENS
By The Associated Press
Indianapolis and Baltimore
needed last-minute scores to
keep their unbeaten seasons
going. Chicago had a much
easier time staying undefeated.
Peyton Manning scored from
-a yard out with 50 seconds left
in leading the Colts to it wild
31-28 victory over the New York
Jets on Sunday, boosting Indianapolis to 4-0 and putting it
two games ahead in the AFC
South.
Steve McNair threw a 10yard touchdown pass to Todja
Heap with 34 seconds remaining to give the Ravens a 1613 home win over the Stan
Diego Chargers and a 4-0 record
for the first time.
. Rex Grossman.threw for 232
National Football League
Standings
All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pet
W
1 0 750
3
New England
2 2 0 500
N Y Jets
2 .2 0 500
Buffalo
Miami
3 0 250'
1
South
T Pct
L
W
4 0 0 1 000
Indianapolis
2 2 0 500
Jacksonville
• 1
3 0 250
Houston
0 4 0 00(3
Tennessee
•
North
L T Pet
W
4 0 0 1 000
Baltimore
3 1 0 750
Cincinnati
1
2 0 333
Pittsburgh
3 0 250
1
Cleveland
West
W L T Pct
1 0 667
2
Denver
2 1 0 667
San Diego
1
2 0 333
Kansas City
0. 3 0 000
Oakland
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
1 0 667
2
Dallas
1 0 667
2
Philadelphia
2 2 0 500
Washington
2 0 333
1
N Y Giants
South
L T Pet
W
•
3
1 0 750
New Orleans
1 0 750
3
Atlanta
2 2 0 500
_Carolina
0 3 0 000
Tampa Bay
North
L T Pet
W
4 0 0 1 000
Chicago
2 2 0 500
Minnesota
1
2 0 333
Green Bay
0 4 0 .000
Detroit
West
L T Pct
W
3
1 0 750
Seattle
1 0 750
3
St Louis
3 0 250
1
Arizona
0 250
3
1
San Francisco

yards and Ricky Manning Jr.
intercepted two of Miitt Hasselbeck's passes to lead the
Bears to a 37-6 victory over
the Seattle Seahawks.
Four teams are winless going
.1 into Week 5 — the Tennessee
Titans, the Oakland Raiders,
Detroit Lions and the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers, who had a
bye week.
Green Bay (1-2) was at
Philadelphia (2-1) on Monday
night.
The Colts-Jets game produced a sensational finish at
Giants Stadium.
Peyton Manning, though, said
his team never panicked after
Justin Miller returned a kickoff t03 yards for a score to
put New York ahead 28-24 with
2:20 left.
Manning was 6-of-8 for 60
yards on the winning drive,
including a I9-yard pass to
Marvin Harrison and a I 5-yarder
to Reggie Wayne that put the
ball at the I. Manning took it
in from there..
The Jets (2-2) tried a circus play — a never-ending lateral-fest — to try and. win it.
It was a little simpler for
the Ravens, but no less exciting.
McNair brought the Ravens
hack for the second week in a
row as they handed the Chargers (2-1) their (irst loss.
In Chicago. Bernard Berrian had, three receptions for a
career-high 108 yards and a
touchdown, and the Bears also
got their running_ game going
after three sluggish performances. with Thomas Jones rushing for 98 Yards and two scores.
Chicago improved to 4-0 for
the first time since 1991.
The league's fourth-ranked
defense also shut down a Seahawks team that was missing
injured running back Shaun
Alexander.
Cowboys 54, Titans 14
At Nashville. Tenn.. Drew
Bledsoe and Terry Glenn hooked
up on two 13-yard scoring passes. and Terrell Owens — playing five days after going to
the hospital for an accidental
overdose --- caught five passes for 88 yards with his broken,right hand protected by a
plate and a glove.

Rookie Vince Young made up with his first sack and tipped
his first start for Tennessee (0- a 2-point conversion attempt that
4), and was I4-of-29 for 155 would have tied the score.
David C:11T scored the goyards with two interceptions —
one returned 15 yards. for a ahead touchdown on a I-yard
run and the Texans (I-3) surTD by Bradie James.
vived a late rally by Miami.
Redskins 36,
Falcons 32, Cardinals 10
Jaguars 30, OT
At Atlanta, DeAngelo Hall
At Landover, Md., Santana
Moss leaped between two returned an interception 36 yards
defenders and caught a 68-yard for a touchdown, Jerious NorTD pass from Mark Brunell wood ran 78 yards for a score
just 1:49 into overtime to boost and 46-year-old Morten Andersen kicked five field goals.
Washington (2-2).
The Falcons (3-1) head into
After blowing two fourthquarter leads — Josh Scobee's their bye week having allowed
4I-yard field goal with 6 sec- only one touchdown on defense
onds left in regulation tied it this season. Arizona's lone TD
for Jacksonville (2-2) — the was a 99-yard interception return
Redskins scored three Rlays into by Adrian Wilson — the longest
in franchise history.
OT.
Bills 17, Vikings 12
Brunell found Moss near the
At Orchard Park, N.Y., J.P.
sideline — the play had to be
reviewed to make sure the Losman passed hit 23-of-32
receiver didn't step out of passes for 222 yards and a touchbounds — and Moss left Brian down and set up another score
Williams and Deon Grant flat- with a I5-yard scramble for
•
footed as he snagged the ball Buffalo (2-2).
Brad Johnson's 29-yard TD
on the run.
pass to Marcus Robinson with
Patriots 38, Bengals 13
At Cincinnati. Laurence 3 minutes left cut the Bills'
Maroney ran for 125 yards and lead to five points. Then, Johna pair of touchdowns as New son marched Minnesota 67 yards
England (3-1) handed Cincin- in the final 1:39, but the drive
ended when the clock ran out
nati (3-1) its first defeat.
Carson Palmer was sacked with the Vikings(2-2), who were
four times and lost a pair of out of time outs, on the 16.
Panthers 21, Saints 18
second-half fumbles that set up
At Charlotte, N.C., Jake Deltouchdowns. He finished 20of-35 for 245 yards in his least- homme threw a 4-yard TD pass
productive showing since he IC) Drew Carter midway through
returned from major knee injury. the fourth quarter and DeShaun
Foster ran 43 yards for a score
Rams 41, Lions 34
At St. Louis, Marc Bulger with 3:09 left as Carolina (2threw a 5-yard scoring pass to 2) handed New Orleans (3-1)
Isaac Bruce with 1:56 to lift its first loss.
Carolina's Nick Goings
the Rams (3-1) and leave the
recovered the onside kick, and
Lions (0-4) winless.
Trailing 34-33 with 4:42 to the Panthers ran out the clock.
Steve Smith had 10 catchplay. Bulger led his team 56
yards for the score, then con- es for 87 yards and a TD for
nected with Bruce on a 2-point Carolina. Saints rookie Reggie
conversion. Bulger finished 26- Bush was held to 22 yards on
of-42 for 328 yards and three 11 carries and lost a fumble.
Browns 24, Raiders 21
TDs; Bruce caught seven passAt Oakland, Calif., Charlie
es for I(X) yards.
Frye threw three touchdown
Chiefs 41, 49ers 0
At Kansas City, Mo., Damon passes and Cleveland (1-3) ralHuard led the Chiefs to their lied from an I8-point deficits
first win, hitting 18-of-23 for for its first win of the game.
,Frye threw scoring passes
208 yards and two TDs in the
endteam's first shutout in almost-- of
nell Dinkins, Kellen Winslow
four years.
and Joe Jurevicius as the Raiders
Texans 17, Dolphins 15
At Houston, Texans No. 1 (0-3) remained winless in coach
draft pick Mario Williams came An Shell's second stint as coach.
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FINAL MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American Lingue Slendlnes
National League Standings
East Division
L Pet GB
W
—
97 65.599
x-New York
12
85 77 525
Philadelphia
18
79 63.488
Atlanta
78 84.481
19
Flonda
26
71 91 438
Washington
Central Division
L Pet 08
W
83 78.516
x-St. Lours
1 1/2
80.506
82
Houston
80 82 494 3 1/2
Cincinnas
75 87 483 8 1/2
Mihveukee
67 95414161/2
Pittsburgh
96 40717 1/2
66
Chicago
West Division
L Pot GB
W
—
88 74 543
x-San Diego
—
BB 74 543
y-Los Angeles
1/2
8547211
76
San Francisco
12
76 86 469
Anzona
12
76 86.469
Colorado

East DivisiOn
L Pei
W
97 85.590
x-New York
87 75 537
Toronto
86 78 531
Boston
70 92 432
Baltimore
61 101.377
Tamps Bay
Central DIVIIM0f1
L Pct
W
96 66.593
a-Minnesota
95 67 586
y-Geiroll
90 72 566
Chiang°
78 84 481
Cievelend
62
100.383
Kansa* Cly
West Dsion
W L Pet
93 89.574
x-Oaidand
89 73.549
LOs Angina
80 82 494
Texas
78 84.481
Senile

FREE Chili and
Hot Dog Supper•
Where: Weaks Commuraliy
Center

What:

When:

Wednesday, Oct. 4
4-6 p.m.
Dardanoila Durham
Glonn & Alolaha Fritts
David & Patricia Harrington
Rick & Adam Larnkin
David & Cambia Ramo),
Paul & Virginia Randolph
Jock & Janie* Rosa
invite you to join them!
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back Chad Cook. The 6-foot1, 230-pound senior carried six
times for 29 yards in the first
half before suffering what was
believed to be a torn MCL.
Cook sat out the remainder
of the game and was scheduled to undergo an MRI today
to determine the extent of the
damage.
"He will be out a few weeks
anyway, I would guess," said
Griffin. "We've got other backs.
But it doesn't matter who's
back there. We did not do a
good job at the line of scrimmage. That's where the run
game, and the passing game,
starts. You saw the quarterback running around for his
life back there."
With the offense struggling
to gain yardage, the game was
placed in the hands of a young
Racer defense, which bent
enough to allow. Tech to collect 368 yards in total offense
but never totally broke.
The unit's biggest play of
the -third
be- nigiat-aarne
quarter.
With the game tied at 7-7
and the Golden Eagles seemingly on the verge of scoring
the go-ahead touchdown, a pair
of freshmen turned the tables
in' MSU's favor.
Tech tailback Derek White
Sunday's Games
a hand-off on second-andtook
Dallas 45. Tennessee 14
goal at the Murray 2-yard line
Houston 17. MOM 15
Atlanta 32. Anions 10
and headed straight for the end
Indianapolis 31. N V Jets 28
But linebacker Tamar Butzone.
Buffalo 17, Minnesota 12
ler had other ideas, stripping
Baltimore 16, San Diego 13
Kansas City 41 San Francisco 0
the ball away from White.
Carolina 21 New Orleans 18
Taylor Lanigan picked up
St Louis 41. Detroit 34
the loose ball and raced 93 yards
Washington 36. Jacksonville 30 OT
Cleveland 24, Oaldand 21
the other way for the score to
Nevi England 38. Cincinnati 13
put Murray up by a touchChicago 37, Seattle 6
down with 2:15 remaining in
Open: Patniurgh Denver N
Giants Tampa Bay
the penod.
haondey's Genie
"It was huge hit by Tamar
Green Bay at Philadelphia. 7 30 p or
Sunday. Oct 9
Butler that got us our second
Buffalo at Chicago Noon
touchdown," Griffin recalled.
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Chicago Bears wide reeetver Bernard Bernan celebrates after
a former Murray High
Williams,
Houston
down pass during the third quarter against the Seattle Seahawks Sunday night in standout. -The past two' weeks,
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m
p
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Chicago
we've been getting better and
better.. We're still real young
and we're still unproven, but
I'm so proud of my other 10
guys on the field.
"We're a snap or two away
from being a dominant footCome for supper and get to know
ball team. We've got all the
a judge you can be proud of
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Tennessee Tech 7 0 7 0 6 — 20
Murray St
0 7 7 0 0-14
First Quarter
TTU — Shipp 14 pass from Sweeney
(Foster kick), 1 30
Second Quarter
MSU — R Harper 7 pass from
Barnard (Crass kick), 301
Third Quarter
MSU
Lanigan 93 fumble return
(Crass kick). 2 15
TTU —.Houston 57 pass from
Sweeney (Foster luck), 125
Overtime
TTU — Willis 14 pass from-Sweeney
(kick tailed)
A —3,727
TEAM STATISTICS
First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Comp-Att-Int
Return Yards
Punts-Avg
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

TTU MSU
21
10
40-117 34-59
251
94
16-28-3 10-23-0
36
3
3-367 6-345
5-2
2-0
8-75 9-83
32 16 27 44

•••

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING — Tennessee Tech. Ash
16-79. White 14-49. Coleman 4-12.
Sweeney 3-3, Houston 1 -(minus 4),
Britton 2-(minus 22) Murray Si..
J.Jones 9-33. Cook 6-29, Jordan 11.
22, D Woods 1 -(minus 1), Barnard 6(minus 12), Team 1-(minus 12)
PASSING — Tennessee Tech,
Sweeney 16-28-3-251 Murray St.
Barnard 10-23-0-94
RECEIVING — Tennessee Tech
Shipp 6-74. McNeal 4-73. Houston 265. Willis 1-14, While 1-9. Ottnx 1-8,
D.Jackson 1-8 Murray St. D.Woocts
4-36. R Harper 2-5, Cook 1-23, Run)
1-15, Moore 1-9, Townliel .1-6.

talent in the world. It's just a
matter of clicking on all cylinders for 60 minutes," he added.
The Golden Eagles finally
broke the Racer defense on
their next offensive possession,
needing only four plays to go
76 yards, capped by a 57-yard
scoring strike from quarterback
Lee Sweeney to wide receiver Jarrod Houston for the gametying score.
The contest remained tied
until overtime, when Sweeney
connected with tight end Logan
Wilks. who broke free from a
confused Murray defense on a
drag across the middle to grab
the pass and find the end zone
on the 14-yard play.
MSU still had a chance,
though, to win the game when
Tech place-kicker James Foster's extra-point attempt was
no good. But the Racers' Splay drive ended on the incompletion.
"We've certainly got to get
these guys through this," said
Griffin of the tough loss. "It's
important that we have a short
memory and put this game
behind us as fast as we can
and get ready for Jacksonville
State."

CCMS softball claims consolation
championship at Heath
Staff Report
The Calloway County Middle School softball team failed
to bring home the championship
trophy during the weekend's
Heath Invitational. But it didn't come home empty-handed.
The Lady Lakers rebounded to bring home the consolation bracket trophy after Marshall County updet them 2-1
in the championship bracket.
Calloway opened pool play
on Fnday night by posting a
1-1 record — losing to Christian County 5-1 before beating
Lone Oak 4-0.
On Saturday morning, the
Lady Lakers faced the Lady
Marshal's. Marshall slipped by
ccms 2-1 in a'pitcher's duel.
The loss sent the Lady Lak-

ers to the consolation bracket,
where they defeated St. Mary
8-2 and Ballard County 1-0.
Calloway received solid
pitching from eighth grader
Lindsey Rucker and seventh
Brittany. Reynolds
grader
throughout the tournament.
The CCMS offensive attack
was led by Karlee Wilson. who
posted an .833 average for the
tournament. going 10-for- I 2
while driving in five runs. Also
providing offensive punch was
Jackie Metcalf, who hit .545
(6-of-11)and drove in three runs.
Kristin Boggess, Lauren Benson. Alyssa Cunningham. Morgan Smotherman and Taylor
Futrell also banged out hits in
the event

SPORTS

Murray Ledger ti 'limes

Tiger soccer squad •Roundup
remains red-hot
From Page 1B

Staff Report
The red-hot Murray High
Tiger soccer team claimed
another key Second District
win on Saturday night by defeating Mayfield 1-0 at the Mallory France Soccer Complex.
A day after securing the No.
I seed for the upcoming district tournament with a 1-0 win
at rival Calloway County, the
Tigers (11-5) downed the Cardinals for their fifth straight
vitory.
Jordan Benton gave Murray
the only score of the night, when
he booted in a Jeremy Curd
assist at the I5-minute mark
of the second half. The Tiger
defense took it from there to

record its second straight
shutout and its third in four
games.
Murray won the battle of
shots by a 15-7 margin. Luke
Welch had two saves in goal
for the Tigers, while Taylor
Pierce recorded one. Tommy
McNutt had 10 saves for May:
Murray High returns to the
field on Tuesday, when it travels to Paducah Tilghman for a
7:15 p.m. match. The Tigers will
close out their regular-season
schedule on Thursday, when
Lone Oak visits the France
Complex on Senior Night.

•Cards
and the Brewers leading 5-0,
prompting a huge ovation from
a sellout crowd at Busch Stadium.
Cardinals manager Tony La
Russa handed out congratulatory hugs in the dugout.
"I don't think anybody on
this club wanted to be associated with mugging that lead,"
La Russa said. "That's one of
those historic things that you'll
never forget.
"We wanted to some way,
somehow, get into the playoffs, and we did it."
La Russo gambled in the
regular-season finale by holding back Carpenter for a possible playoff opener, reasoning
that his struggling.team needed two starts by the 15-game
winner in the first round to
have a chance against either
the Dodgers or Padres in a series
that starts Tuesday on the road.
The Brewers knocked out
replacement starter Anthony
Reyes in the first inning. La
Russa believes the experience
will help the rookie in the future,
and he's certain it will help
his team right now.

From Page 1B
a 3-1 defeat at -Atlanta.
When the Cardinals got back
to their clubhouse, all their
struggles were forgotten and
players whooped it up.
"Once we got in here and
started popping the corks, it
reminds me of old times," said
Scott Spiezio, who won a World
Series with the Angels in 2002.
"I told the young guys to practice stuff so we can do it again
and next time look a little better."
The Cardinals have no illusions about being a team to
be feared in October. But they
didn't care. They're in the postseason, taking on San Diego
starting Tuesday at Petco Park.
"All rigiht, we'll be the underdogs all day long," said Chris
Carpenter, who will pitch Game
1 against the Padres' Jake Peavy.
"In this situation anything can
happen. We saw it with Houston last year."
St. Louis reached the postseason for the sixth time in
seven years. The final out of
Houston's game came with one
out in the bottom of the fifth
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From roomy sofas to cozy
chairs, bargains abound on

Factory Authonzed Sale
& Clearance
Save hundreds on select
Norwalk floor samples.
discontinued items and
one-of-a-kinds Plus enjoy
special savings on all custom
orders. There are over 500
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Hurry Sale Ends October 3rd
design your own sofa at
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Ra‘ers best finish in the
54-hole event.
MSU senior Christi Baron fmished 42nd with rounds of 8090-74=244eHer final round was
the best round of the event for
the Race/is. Bethany Yates finished, 70th after rounds of 8886-84=258. Megan McKinney
finished the event with an 87
after rounds of 91-88 on Saturday. Her total was 266 good
for 77th place. Lauren Hughes
finished 81st with rounds of
97-94-88=279.
Jessica Wilson and Ashley
Yates played as individuals. Wilson finished 79th with rounds
of 100-90-83=273 and Yates
finished 80th with rounds of
94-92-104=300.
As a team, the Racers played
in the strongest field they'll
play in this fall and finished
14th with team scores of 344342-324=1,010.
MSU's next action will be
Oct. 9-10 at the Arkansas State
event in Jonesboro.
Volleyball
The MSU volleyball team
battled host Tennessee State in
every game, with three of the
four games going to extra points
and the other game going to
the max in a 30-point game.
But the Racers could not push
past the lady Tigers, failing
34-32, 29-31, 30-28, 33-31 on
Saturday.
The loss snapped MSU's win
streak at five matches. Murray
State has won 10 of its last
12 matches and closes out the
month of September with a
school-record 11-3 mark.
Murray State was led by Katie
Kemezys, who had 16 kills and
a team-high four blocks to go
with an attack percentage of
.308. Senior Holly Jansen added
15 kills,. while Alison Mugler
had 14, Alyssa Groves had 12
and Tarra DeMage had 11.
Sophomore Heather Norris
repelled a match-high 29 digs,
while DeMage had 18, freshman Cassie Chesney had 17,
Mugler had 15, Groves had 14
and senior Mlle Hunt had II.
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Fret Equipment
Mewl Equipped
Sports Equipped
Firewood
querced
Mobile Home Lot. For Seis
Mobile Norm For $r.
noun Penes For Rent
POP HOMO Lots For Rent
Oteelnies Renter
Apeellente For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rem
Stamps Rentals
Commerciel Propmety
Pets & Supplies
Uverstcca & Supper
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Leers
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or Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 7534916 ask for Jill Stephens
• Fax: 753-1927
p.m.
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5
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HAHIA WA 1.1 HE,cin CLERK

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of Sales
Representative. Responsibilities for this
position Mclude working with established
businesses to sell advertising 4k.velop
advertising plans and devlop new accounts
in Murray and surrounding areas. Must
enjoy working with the public and be selfmotivated. Prior sales experience a plus.

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

Or.

INSURANCE

9 1a bpfet..0'

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans
1,ixisros IOUS
5
411111
3•4 Or.
1111113974757
Rem& IT OM
(17017P14111

Mewed.Twaiewriatlia • Airport Service • Certified Driven

West Kentucky
/4Workforce
?e:

'ATTENTION
Katrina Survivors
You may be eligible for
cash assistance and/or
specialized sernces.
*Housing

300 Hammond Drive
Hopkinsville. KY 42240 *Utilities

*Vision

'Clothing

Tools

1-800-928-7233

CALL TODAYI•

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice

hil

BANKRt'P('N ASSISTANt 'I
\I'll RS 7 &
I R1\11\ \I 10111
\ 4 iltt I 4. I • I ii
\) I

753-175'
Illis

Interested applicants must apply by resume
only;interviews will be granted to qualified
applicants AFTER resumes are reviewed.
Absolutely noon-the-spot interviews will be
conducted.

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
- PREPLANNING -

ommercial W
Disposal

7

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrirrignment Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

\\ \,I)\ I Mi.,'
• -n.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray,KY 42071

060
Hip Veiled

Hie Wailed

Lint rid Found
THE BULLPEN
Now booking private
parties, receptions &
Several
meetings
catering choices available Court Square
Murray 293-4602

WE don't do spinach at
Sandra D's. 94E 2933816

JUST glve us a call.
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

ACCEPTING applicaions for all positions
Apply at Rudy's
Restaurant Must have
references & expen
ence a must Apply in
person No phone
calls
CODING and billing
specialist Please send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-K, Murray, KY
42071

TELEMARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work. No selling
immediate full time
positions Work
Monday-Thursday.
10:30-6:30, Fnday
9:00-4:00. 67412 per
hour. Paid weekly Call
(270)753-3799 after
11AM.

iwod

060

060

Hee Warted

hien Waned

Position Available
Director of Buildings &
Calloway County Schools
Calloway County Board of Education ai Lurrend) seeking qualified candidates for the
Ixttiin of Director of Buildmgs & Grounds
A high school diploma or GE!)certificate will
he required with preferences for a bachelor's
degree in .related area and/or experience in
physical plant management The successful
candidatc must possess experiences and qualities that ail! include, but not be limited to
each of the following:
I. Expencnce in building/maintenance trades
2. Experience supervising and evaluating staff
I Experience regarding budget preparation,
supers 1%1011. and administration
4 Experience with state buidinglrquiremenis
S. Experience with school/public safety
concerns and ADA issues
Vi High rnargy level and supetior work ethic
7 Exceptional organizational abilities
Ability to work as a central administrative
team member
Excrpnonal leadership ability in regard to
subordinate achiesement
10 ('realise problem solving abilities
II. High expectations for personal and
Program achievement
12. Positive and progressisr attitude
Interested individuals may obtain an application trom the Calloway County Board of
Education at 2110 College Firm Road.
Murray. KY 42071, visit our website at
www.calloway kl2 ky in or by calling 270,
'62-710(1 Applications aflel rrsumrs with a
,over letter expressing the desire to he considered for the position must he addrrssed to
Sean-lr, at the address list
/hart tor of ft
ad above All applaations must he received on
ltie NIGH office no later than October 13.
Mkt Calloway County Schools as an Equal
lidecatina and Eropinyer Institution

...

'faking applications
for all positions. Day
& night. Appl in
person at Sonic.
217 S. 12th. Murra.
No phone calls.

Set up Pre-Thana ;Trust.

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant. Competitive
wages & benefits for
perm full-time position!
Motivated/Energetic/Or
Multi-line
ganized
phone, customer service, data entry of
orders. MS Office.
accounting knowledge
Send
preferred.
resume to: P.O. Box
123, Almo, KY 42020
Or
email.
litme0yahoo.com
FULL time telemarketer. No expenente
needed, will train right
person
be
Must
Hourly,
iependable
plus bonuses. Apply in
person at SognmasterS.
8503 U.S Hwy 68 E.
Benton (Fairdealing) FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6 OOPM.

CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth throue 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street.
Murray.
HAIRDRESSER wanted for fast growing
salon. 761-4247
JUST in time for
Chnstmas! Go for the
green 6. Start your
unlimited
earnings
opportunity with Avon.
for
company
the
women and a few good
men 761-3878. 888570-6498

PIIIE-1111111111181111,
111 MITES
I /as 5131 *feta • Many • 5170 /004315 - 109111 4144115
verve-briesidemaretrewerliLessit

& have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.

pit:QUETBALL
.‘"
ESSONScl
game or mkt tierrter kw

293-1416
060

060

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for C.N.A.'s and qualified applicants for nursing assistant training.
We offer an excellent
benefit package for fulltime employees
Apply in person at
Brathaven of Benton
Street
Main
2607
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE No phone
calls please

Paris Landing .
State Park Inn
is
Seeking Qualified People
in the following positions:
*Front Desk Clerks
•Housekeepers
Applications accepted
Mon.-Fri 8-4:30. 400 Lodge Road
Contact Personnel

(731)642-4311 or(731)641-4451
The use of Tennessee is an equal opportunity.
equal access affirmative action employer

150
Hoe Warded

Help Wined
IMMEDIATE opening
or distribution manager. Retirees welcome to
apply. Job requires
extensive travel to our
warehouses across the
US & Canada 10 days
to 6 weeks at a time.
Must have excellent
managerial skills, able
to manage & train 25100 people at a time.
Must have some computer skills. Please call
Megson Delivery 270395-0296.
LEAD singer for traditional country band.
731-644-2967,
Call
731-571-6463. Paris
area.

-

TOM'S Grille is hiring
cooks, servers and
dishwashers. Apply in
person. 1501 12th ,
Street after 1:00 p.m.

CLEANING - houses is
my business. Cal
Linda H. 759-9553.
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
HOUSE cleaning. 270978-3196
HOUSE CLEANING.
Expenenced and reliable. 474-1406, 7034807

WOO

MDM COMPUTERS
A., Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556

Now hiring
smiling faces!
Managers & Crew
members. Full and
part time shifts
available. Flexible
scheduling. All
shifts available.
Health & dental
benefits. Apply in
person Mon-Fri
from 2PM4PM.
E9E

ANTK)UES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING iunk cars,
trucks. tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

PART time maintenance supervisor for
rural nursing home.
Contact Dutch Warren
at 223 W. Chestnut,
PleYellf, TN. (731)2473205. EOE
PART time medical
records den( needed
for busy physicians'
office. Flexible hours.
Computer knowledge a
plus. Send resume with
references to P.O. Box
1040-H, Murray, KY
42071.
PART lime offloe work.
Resumes only to 106
North 12th Street,
Murray.
PERSONS needed to
prepare Income tax
Seasonal
returns.
employment. We will
train Free ex course.
Cal 753-9204 or 4374531.
REAL Estelle Licensing
enrolling,
Classes
Hopkinsvillt
or
Payment
Paducah
plan. (770)223-0789
deloiseedarns0yahoo
00111

411•••••11,

-

Terry IsaacsiKaren Isaacs, Owners

1. nce Repair

226-9398
492-8191

BRANDON 461:51,WORLD

Must work weekends

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

ilaNazei, Kr 42049
Il
C

AUTO TECHNICIAN WANTED

Now hiring full time
service manager.

270-753-2411

201 S. 3rd.• Murray, KY 42071

Mil

Brandon Auk World Pontiac-Cadillac is
looking for a qualified Auto technician.
Must have own tools. Previous work
expenence desired. Interview in person
at 1300 North 121 Bypass, Murray,
Kentucky. Ask for Tina.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

pit0)es5 Mi

Help Wined

An Equal Opportunity Employer
060

1.800.58541

060

D-1, Ft

11:31idlp Warne

•Wain

Serving West KY & West TN For 22 Years

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

Ph.

I

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans, salary plus commission, are all part
of an excellent benefit package.

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $962 on Part A. 8124 on
Part B Call me for more information
FREE HELP LN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

Ana& Al Types of Refuse Servic

•

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

FIXER upper home
west
and
Murray
Calloway. 435-4770
000 treadmill. 270-G
227-7913
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633

Aides
For Ws
1-1/2
BEAUTIFUL
carat, platinum wedding set. Marquise cut.
Paid $4,000, will take
$2.000 0E30. 270-2938648
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
FIREWOOD for sale
270-227-9910
FOR sale limited number of copies of
Calloway County
Pictorial History and
Calloway County
Family History books.
Excellent Christmas
gifts. Call
759-4938 or 753-2350.
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
S19.99imo. Get your
of
choice
HBO,
Cinemax, Starz, or
Shovitime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by.
Toshiba, Sony, LG.
Zenith. & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
SPRAY-IN Bedliner
dealership $2,500,
supplies included. 2930389 293-0508
STRAW for sale. $2.25
bale 489-2436 If no
answer, leave message

150
Arldss
For Sale
10x12 storage budding
w/ vinyl siding and trim.
Daub*, door, one window. 753-4575
18' 2 5/16" bumper pull
trailer with ramps, new
tires, 2-5200 lbe axles.
11.900 6x10" singes
axle enclosed 7
bumper pull trailer.
side door, ramp rear
door 8- 16.5 wheels 8
tires. 825.00 ea. Big
sign post 26x24 vith
piailorrn. $600 Cal
(270)293-5519 or 498)1950 eveningi.
28)4 condo al Sheraton
Vistana in Orlando
10/610115 759-1560
after 5:00PIA.

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Bast the county .555
Call Team T,aws,

753-9075
1270)227-2193
USED gulling machine
14 ft table: like new.
after
270-759-4475
5PM.

mg.
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkin%
on if,.
753-1713

F,
2,
a
SI
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oftid

lit--For Rot7

Iv kriastiss mar

Horoscope

MIRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
75 acre farm, 38R
2BR 58A. All appliChevrote
83
MURRAY Store and
***** You /night be playful
mi from new
Scottsdale. Long bed.
and full of fun. Others might be
TABLE & chairs, $75. ances, new remodel, Lock presently has house. .3
units available 753- 4 lane in Coldwater. 4 WD, 96K, well Md.'
Michelle.
watching you more Ga et ully trial
Futon frame & pad, 1407-C
$525/mo
Approx. 45 acres in • %mined. excellent tu,
Call 2905 or 753-7536
you realize. Could a Menu be d
$60. Two end tables
CRP program. Apprdx. runs perfectly, rel.
with
touch too critical? Only you
lamps,
$30. (270)217-4265
some
body
damage
15-20
acres
wooded.
28R duplex. 1304-B
PREMIER
Microwave,
would know Let your irnagme
$20
$2,200 per/ac. $86,003 Great hunting truck.
MINISTORAGE
Dresser with miffOf. Valleywood Dr. $400
tion enhance an opportunity.
489-2237. $1.050 firm. 492-8.4,46
house.
293-7738 or 293-1446
-Inside climate control
$45. Comforter with
Tonight: Let more canng in
Good deer and turkey
1978 Dodge. 85
storage
snams, pillows, sheets, 4BR 28A, all appliSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
hunting
27,.,
work
truck.
good
•Secunty alarmed
curtains, $50. Phone ances, central 1-1/A. Ask
**** Others appreciate youi
293-1753
•Safe & clean
about move-in free
(270)978-2504
input more than you realize:
•We sell boxes'
days. Coleman RE
Think positively, and you will scull
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9898
many situations turn around:
753-9600.
Sometimes you might take on
CLEAN, CM/A, W&D
26.5 acres hardwoods,
(Nwr 40 yearr up.
more than you can handle Be
hook-up, quiet, referaka area. Good buildPEUCAN 17 foot dou
Saks & lastalktiaa
willing to say no to someone who
ences, lease &
ng site Great hunting.
bie hut canoe. 2 oars
[earkal Prop. For Rot
FARM trailers. 20 foot,
deposit. S. 641. 492pushes ,you too hard. Tonight
Near New Concord. 2 small life vests. $250
24 foot, & 30 foot. Also
5.
8634
Take time at home.
Call 227-5759.
707 South 12th Street. $1,600 per acre_ 293a camper van. Can be
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec;
16FT. trailer w/ 10ft ion
seen 1/2 mile west of Southwood condo- South Center. 1,200 7872
LEE'S Carpet
21)
miniums. All appli- sq ft., 710 sq.ft. 753- 35 Acres w/ 1/2 mile of
boat, 3HP Johnson
Lynn Grove or call 293Cleaning
***** Once more, you save
1252, 753-0606
ances Included. 767motor, runs good,
rd front, on the corner
1231.
'since 1971'
the day with the right words, a
9948
of Nary 80 & 1346. 8.7
$800. 270-978-1936
APPROXIMATELY
-Carpets -Upholstery
smile or a certain attitude. Think
1,500 sq. ft bock
miles from 641 & 4
-Emergency Water
positively, and you'll come up
office building.
miles from Kenlake.
.Quick
Removal
Ilssi
with answers. Don't do anything
Frontage on 121
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
Drying
halfway. You might have a diffiBypass. 753-2225 or
for details.
Free EstimateS
Joe's Mower Repair.
cult time digging up facts.
759-1509
Coles
acres8
-Got Dirt?"
Free pickup/delivery.
Tonight: Be the live wire that oth753-5827
Campground area, city
COMMERCIAL or retail
436-2867.
..the Kind of ers talk about.
The Stars Show .
water (approx. 9 lots)
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; CAPRICORN Dec. 22-Jan. 19).
restrooms, 210-3781
C/G/H,
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; i*** You might want to rethinir,
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
plenty of
parking,
more • carefully}
a decision
1-Difficult
excellent location near
Sometimes you could get conf:
judicial building. 404 N.
an acre
fused or make bad decisions*:
4th St. complex. 759ARIES(March 21-April 19)
Approx. 12 miles N.W
Realize what is happening withiit
to
where
be
need
You
****
3772.
of Murray.
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
a special partnership. If you fee}
the action . is. Sometimes you
380
Central Heat and Air
HOME 489-2450
want and need some downtime. something sour is going on, 1(.
Pals & Swabs
Accepting Applications
•Sod Installation
CELL 293-8035
probably is. Tonight: Make at,.
You discover that a unique parteffort to help open up a situation
,
Deliver)
•
comes
ideas
and
many
Nis
ner
12
8
p.m.
()Mee Hours a.m.AKC Stuh-Tzu. Unique
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
through for you. Fatigue could
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
colors. $250 males,
Richard-Price • Jeremy Workman
interfere with your actions. ***** You might want lit
$300 females. 731open up and rwve a discussion:Tonight: As you like.
642-5151, 731-336- 3BR 2BA bnck ranch,
Office (270)435-4090
You have a lot going for you. Tait:
MSU
1972
Ford
3000 CLOSE TO
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
1494
garage, pool, 3.66
and explain. Yes, you might be!.:
293-8035
(270)
Affordable 1 bedroom
Tractor. Excellent conCell
**** Take charge while using
BOSTON Terriers, 6 acres(2+ fenced), barn
put out by someone who is very:
dition, new paint, 2,300 apartments including
your imagination. Your intellect
old , 9/29. w/ lean-to, $185,900.
weeks
negative. Revise your goals.
basic kitchen applitotal hours, expandable
flourishes as well. Mixing these
Males: 270-293-2132
Registered.
Think positively. Tonight: Smile
ances and lovely covwheels. You will not
two elements draws success and
LAWN SERVICE
Cleaning
DAVID'S
away.
area. $375, Females: $425. BRAND new construcpicnic
find a nicer tractor any- ered
vitality into your life. Don't let a
Leaf mulching &
Call M-Th 11AM-3PM, tion recently reduced
Services
where for the age. $275/mo unfurnished.
removal, shrub
family member impact PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
negative
in
anytime
weekends
Specialize
-We
by $20.0001 3BR 2BA
& tree trimming
Shows as new. Call $325/mo nicely furyour thinking. Tonight Strut your *** Think rather than act. Take.
Cleaning"
759-4776.
with .atisfaction guaranteed
suite
master
your time making a decision. You
nished. 762-0991 or
270-753-6156, 270stuff.
-Vinyl Siding & Fencing
whirlpool tub and sep
DOG Obedience
Call 753-1816
559-1164
could be tired and withdrawn.
293-6156
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
•Mobile Homes
shower, vaulted and
Master Trainer.
or 227-0611
Perhaps you should delay a
***** Take an overview and
DUPLEX for sale in
-Brick
tray ceilings, brick,
436-2858.
decision until you are on top of
Northwood. $85,000.
learn how to understand others
Cleaning
-All
Affordable
External
bert
rillia
MINIAT . URE large patio, end of 293-4954
have, your game. Say when you have'
could
270-366-1045
easily
You
better.
roofs,
-Acid Cleaning
Edinborough West off carpentry, decks,
Schnauzer pups. No
had enough. Revitalize.and postyour plate full. How you handle
LIVE Oak Apts.
Call
Available
BUSINESS Loans.
dander. 3 Robertson Rd. 293- - sagging floors
no
shed,
pone. Tonight.. Vanish.. Take
big
amakes
situations
different
Remodeled
Newly
-We Use Hot Water
Greg Collins
Loans for any type o
•
•
females, 2 males. 293- 0139 or 753-1500
difference. Don't kid yourself. Be some personal time.
1BR $290.00
&
Lots
-Parking
equipment. New or
CATHEDRAL ceilings,
\
1482
I URI l•
careful about -negativity. Tonight:
$340.00
2BR
Driveways
down.
money
No
used.
P \ 1 \ 1 l\(.
BORN TODAY
PET grooming 270- open, 38/213, 4+ acres,
Talk up a storm.
3BR $425.00
David Borders
Past credit problems
For I your mnung
FP, 32x32 metal barn,
Singer Eddie Cochran (1938)
753-2915
21-July 22)
(June
CANCER
special
deposit
$100
(270)527-7176
OK. Call Brad 270-753Pressure Washing &
south
$152.000,
what
works.
know
You
*****
qualified
applicants.
for
Petsitting
ROBERTS
Sealing DeclLs
4801
to
close
Marshall
Consider the most effective way
Office hours 8-2
Free Estimates
(270)436-2269
Murray. 270-853-2840
of handling a problem. You are
Licensed & insured
Mon-Fn
nice
EXTREMELY
DNJ HANDYMAN
293-6034• 436-2320
an endless source of ideas.
Call today for appointMt ' IN • IMIN OW • IR • El •AIR
home. 3BR 2.5BA, forWe do all the odd jobs
ment
Don't hesitate to try some of
OIL • all MIS • 1111 .
MI
436-2867 Lamb's
COMPLETELY set up
mal dining and living
you don't have time
753-8221
them out. Do use them with
Tree
Professional
1/2 acre, $10,500 753
for.
room, family room, eat
finances. Don't take someone for
remodeled
NEWI_Y
Service. Complete
6012
in kitchen, in ground
Painting, siding, roofs,
Estate advergranted. Tonight: Let someone
inside & out. New paint, All Real
etc.
tnmming,
removal,
decks.
swimming pool, 4 car
tised in the newspaper
express his or her caring.
new carpet, new heat
work.
Also Tractor
293-5438
garage. wood & tile
to the
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
air. 415 S. 10th. $425„ is subject
floors,1.25 acres coun- tearing down buildings,
Federal Fair Housing
***** You allow others to see
759-4696, 293-3710
cleangutter
hauling,
the
in
atmosphere
try,
Act of 1968, as amend2BR 2BA, 11 acres, 3
life from a different point of view.
NOW LEASING
FUTRELL'S Tree
city. $284,000. 293- ing.
ed, which makes it illestall barn 24x30 1 ca
Your ability to understand what is
Service
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
A-AFFORD436-5141
753-1500.
or
0139
gal to advertise any
happening might be colored by a
garage with shop
removal,
We accept Section
Clean
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preference, limitation,
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touch of negativity. Yes, this has
$52,000.
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firegrinding,
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gutters,
garages,
out
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$105 lot rent. w.a.c.
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LAWN CARE
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accept any advertising
house at 212 S. 11th
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Special
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ity. Your effectiveness and
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Our readers are hereby
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all
that
informed
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OWNER
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with
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washer/dryer!!
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worth'
for what it's
condition!
Move-in
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2000
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for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday, Oct. 3, 2006:
You might want to be more creative in how you approach different situations. You might
often decide to change your
plans; you have the ability to
adjust and flex. Your charm
comes out in nearly any situation you come across. Allow
more spontaneity and fun into
your life. A happier Libra will
result. Friends are often somber
or testy. Learn to understand
them. • If you are single, realize
that you don't need to maintain
that status. In fact, many people
would like to make you theirs.
The real questions will be who
and what you want. If you are?
attached, your life and romantic
tie can become much richer with
more variety and understanding.
AQUARIUS knows how to
make you smile.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

WORM'S
TURF & TREES

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

71111114Ftt
Hwy.45 N
Mayfield

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettrnotorsinc
.com

ADAMS
ELECTRIC

270-293-8192

1-800-363-4720

G&T Homebuilders

THE CELLS THAT SELL!

i

293-031$

293-0699

AMPBELL REALTY

I rElLnws
NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAG1

Do you need help with your
401(k) rollover?

Size

WOODMEN

753-3853
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Couple are tired of playing Artificial sweeteners still

611 • Monday,(ktober 2,2006

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is 4 picture of
Larry Woodall getting a flu shot
from Daphene Mowry, nurse, at
the Calloway County Health
Center. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
In high school football games,
**Calloway Lakers won 30-0 over
Union County in a homecoming game at Calloway and Murray Tigers lost 6-0 to Trigg
County at Murray.
Births
.
reported include a boy
to Dr. Jeffrey R. and Sherry
Miller, Sept. 25; a girl to Stacy
and Christopher Clark, Sept. 26;
a boy to Tana and Timothy
George, Sept. 27.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Leroy
Eldridge and M.C. Garlibtt who
were two of the approximately
650 visitors who toured the
National Scouting Museum on
North 16th St., Murray, during
its free open house on Sept.
30. The photo was by • Staff
Photographer David Tuck.
Murray High School Tiger
Band won a superior rating and
swept all the awards in Class
AA at Ohio County Marching
Band Festival at Beaver Dam.
Births reported include a girl
to Dr. and Mrs. Danny Futrell,
Sept. 9; a boy to Linda and
Thomas Parr. Sept.. 27.
30 'years ago
Guy Spann was named Realtor of the Year and Loretta Jobs
as Associate Realtor of the Year
by the Murray-Calloway County 'Board of Realtors.
Jo Curtis. attorney with Hurt
& Christopher. was the speaker at the general meeting of the
Murray Woman's Club. Music
was by Treva Mathis, soloist,

the hosts, never the-guests

and Allene Knight, pianist.
Dr. Eugene Schanbacher„
associate professor UT the departDEAR ABBY: My husband
ment of industrial education at
and I live in a very nice house
Murray State University, spoke
with a dream back yard for
about !The Metric System" at
entertaining. Over the years,
a meeting of the Theta Departsome longtime friends have
ment of the Murray Woman's
attended our pool party getClub.
togethers,
as well as holiday
40 years ago
cocktail parties. They all have
Named as superlatives of the
nice enterMurray High School senior class
tainment
were Theresa Resig, David
features in
McKee,
Jeannie
Diuguid,
their homes,
Thomas Cohoon, Shere Bogaminus
the
rd, Jimmy Buchanan, Kay Pinkpool.
ley, Dickie Hodge, Melanie
It seems
Boyd, Dan Miller, Jane Belote,
that during
Gary Wilkins, Mitzi Cook, Tony
the last year
Rayburn, Kaye Hale and Johnny Lovins.
two,
or
Senior Master Robert W.Dear Abby every single
Long, -son of Mr. and Mrs.
get-together
George W. Long, received the
has been at
By Abigail
United States Air Force Comour
house.
Van Buren
mendation Medal at Kadena Air
We
never
Bases 'Okinawa..
get invited to attend any funcElected as officers of the
tions at any of their houses.
senior class of Calloway CounIn fact, Some of our "best
ty High School were William
friends" have been no-shows
Ross, Larry Wilson, Penny Todd
at our latest dinner parties or
and Susan Williams.
canceled at the last minute.
511 years ago
Any advice on trying to "get
Rudy" Hendon. Hazel, Harinvited" to someone else's
vey Dixon and Lowell Palmer,
house for a change? -- TIRED
Kirksey, Marvin Hill, Murray,
OF PARTYING AT MY
members of the Calloway CounHOUSE
ty Soil Conservation CommitDEAR TIRED: Not everytee, and Yandal Wrather, offione enjoys entertaining, and
cer of. the local soil conservafor some it can be a nervetion, will attend the 13th annuwracking experience, so they
al meeting of the Kentucky
avoid it. But people who accept
Association of Soil Conservainvitations are socially oblition District Supervisors at Cumgatect to _reciprocate in some
berland Falls State Park, .
way fi- even if it's not enterBirths reported include a boy
taining in their homes. I don't
to Mr. and Mrs. Berthram Goers,
Sept. 26.
know the "best friends" you
are referring to, but it occurs
to me that perhaps their finan-

Todaylnffistory
By The Associated Press
American settlers defeated a MexToday is Monday. Oct. 2, the ican cavalry near the Guadalupe
275th day of 2006. There are 90 River.
days left in the year.
In 1919, President Wilson sufToday's Highlight in History:
fered a stroke that left him parOn Oct. 2, 1967. Thurgood tially paralyzed.
Marshall was sworn in as an assoIn 1941, during World War
ciate justice of the U.S. Supreme German armies began an all-out
Court; he was the first black drive against Moscow.
appointed to the nation's highest
In 1944, Nazi troops crushed
court.
the 2-month-old Warsaw Upris•
On this date:
-,, ing, during which a quarter of a
In 1835. the first battle of the
people were killed.
Texas Revolution took place as
In 1950, the comic strip
E3

"Peanuts." created by Charles M.
Schulz, VIaS first published in nine
newspapers.
In 1975, President Ford welcomed Japan's Emperor Hirohito
to the United States.
In 1985, actor Rock Hudson
died at his home in Beverly Hills,
Calif., at age 59 after battling AIDS.
In 1986, the Senate joined the
House in voting to override President Reagan's veto of stiff economic sanctions against South
Africa.
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OK, despite concerns

cial situation may have changed
in the last few years, and that
may have curtailed their entertaining.
However, not showing up
after accepting an invitation is
very rude, and canceling at
the last minute for any reason other than illness is sending you a message. It's time
for a frank talk with these
"friends" to see why things
may have changed.

DEAR DR.GOTT: I am writing concerning your "blanket"
approval for artificial 'sweeteners. It concerns me greatly.
I have been a student of
health for the last four years. I
have attended numerous seminars
and lectures,
purchased
books and
textbooks,
purand
chased audio
video
and
recorded lectures. all for
the sake of
becoming
more knowlDr. Gott edgeable
about health
By
at the bioDr. Peter Gott chemical cellular level.
DEAR READER: If artificial sweeteners,- .such as aspartame and others, were truly
harmful to the body, government authorities in the Food and
Drug Administration would have
banned them decades ago. I am
aware that some consumers
believe that artificial sweeteners are dangerous, but, to my
knowledge, these concerns have
not been substantiated by rigorous, scientific testing.
Of course, going overboard
any foodstuff can lead to health
problems, so I recommend exercising common sense in these
matters. Go easy on sugar-free
additives.
Although I wrote that such
sweeteners were OK, that might
not be true for all people, especially children who consume
large quantities.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
a condition that I don't really
understand called PVC. Is it
dangerous or, as my primary
care.. doctor assures me, thoroughly harmless?
DEAR READER: You have
premature ventricular cOntrac-

000

DEAR ABBY: I have been
dating a wonderful woman,
"Nicole," for the last three
months. There's only one problem. When we spend time "in"
as opposed to out and about,
we spend the majority of it
at her place fi- which is usually messy.
Nicole says she goes through
extra sheets when I'M there,
and she feels it is my responsibility to help her clean her
house and do her laundry.
I would never consider asking her to help clean my place.
Is this just a matter of different perspectives, or am I being
taken advantage or -- DETERGENT DAN IN DESPAIR
DEAR
DETERGENT
DAN: Because you are the
reason Nicole has extra loads
of laundry, be "gallant" and
toss the sheets in the washing machine or transfer them
to the dryer if she asks you
:to. But after only three months.
I think it's a bit presumptuous for her to expect you to
be her houseman. If you were
living. together, it would be
different. But you're not.
DEAR ABBY: I 'am being
Married in four months. It's
the moment I have dreamed
of for the last three years.
However, the priest who is
supposed to conduct our service has made rude remarks - such as our marriage "won't
last."
Abby, I am very uncomfortable about being married
by a person who doesn't believe
in our marriage. But if we are
married by another officiate,
then it won't be accepted by
his family. What should I do?
-- IN LOVE IN KANSAS
DEAR IN LOVE: A priest
is supposed to counsel, not
judge. Talk this over with your
fiance, and then be married
by whomever you wish. It
shouldn't matter much because
if this is what his family priest
is saying, then I'd guess his
parents already don't accept
your union. And be prepared
for some rough rowing on the
sea of matrimony, because
something tells me you two
may have to fight for your
happiness. I wish it were otherwise.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips.

Lions. Premature means early in
the cardiac cycle, ventricular
means arising from the muscular walls of the two'major cardiac chambers, and contractions
mean heart-muscle beats.
We all experience PVCs on
occasion. They may or may not
be felt as sudden "bumps" in
the pulse rale, and such events
are harmless.
However, based on a study
of about 680 healthy Danish
men and women, as reported in
the American Journal of Cardiology, PVCs occurring more than
30 times an hour increased the
risk of heart attack and cardiovascular death by more than
double that of subjects with few
PVCs. The study's authors recommend the following:
I. If a routine electrocardiogramshows even one PVC, furertesting is appropriate.
2. This testing should include
a Bolter monitor, a 24-hour EKG
that measures the presence or
absence of PVCs and other abnor•
mal beats.
3. If more than 30 PVCs are
recorded per hour, the patient
should undergo a "careful and
complete diagnostic work-up for
ischemic heart disease."
Without question, these recommendations are going to revolutionize the practice of cardiology, as w611 they should. I
am recommending that my male
ayg female patients 60 to 75 years
orf-,age undergo routine EKGs
(which are safe and painless).
as part of their annual physicals. I fully expect that'99 percent will be normal, but if we
test-screen one positive person,
the effort will be well worth
the trouble and minor expense.
If you and your physician wish
to confirm what I've written,
the American Journal of Cardiology article was reviewed in
Internal Medicine Alert (Aug.
29, 2006).

ContractBridge
North dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•8 7 6 4
A 103
•10 9 8 4
•K 5
WEST
EAST
•K J 5 2
•AQ 103
Q 96 4
V8 7 2
•A J
*A 10
tlirQJ 98 7 3
SOUTH
•9
K5
•K Q 7 6 5 3 2
46 42
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
Pass
Pass
4•
Dble
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead -- ace of clubs.
It is, of course, much easier to
play well when you can see all 52
cards rather than just 26. For a striking example of how even the best
players occasionally veer from perfection, consider this deal played
during the 1983 world championship
match between the United States and
New Zealand.
At the first table, with a U.S. pair
seated North-South, the bidding went
as shown, and the New Zealand West
led the ace and another club to
dummy's king. Ikclarer played a
diamond to his king, losing to West's
ace. West then led a spade to his part-

ner's ace, and East returned a club,
allowing West to rutT with the jack to
put the contract down one.
Although this outcome might
appear unavoidable after West led
the ace and another club, the fact is
that South coald have made the contract. After winning the club king at
trick two, he should have played the
K-A-10 of hearts and discarded his
spade on the ten. With West unable to
reach East's hand, declarer would
have lost only three tricks for a score
of 510.
At the second table, with a New
Zealand pair North-South, the bidding went:
North
East
South West
Pass
Pass
3•
Dble
3 NT
4•
5•
Dble
Here the U.S. West chose the disastrous lead of the queen of hearts.
The New Zealand declarer won with
the king, finessed the ten of hearts
and discarded his singleton spade on
the ace of hearts. The only tricks the
defenders could then score were a
diamond and a club, so declarer
made the contract for a score of 550
points.
And so, the LS. team lost 650
points on the deal. But if the declarer
at the first table had made four diamonds doubled, and the West at the
second table had led a spade instead
of a heart, the U.S. team would have
gained 610 points instead. All of
which goes to prose that, just as in
life, bridge also is a game of ifs.
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So? THIblic
ABOuT

1 Sales rep s
goal
6 Moves toward
11 Castle feature
12 In inventory
(2 wds 1
14 Library slogan
15 Annuls
17 Roast beef fus
18 Pipe fitting
19 - Nimitz
20 Time &vs
21 Actress
- Martinelli
23 Pet Detective
- Ventura
24 Had an intuition
25 Ti. down
27 'Ws& Away —'
29 Music album
today
30 Educational
org
31 FadEx units
32 Tooth puler s
deg

33 - Yoga
35 Cease
from doing
something
36 Cretin veggie
37 Bulldog cousin
38 Thick carpet
42 Garden-pond

fish
4.3 Hatter
44 Geisha s
accessory
45 Movie alien
46 Damsels
48 Heath
49 Autumn chore
51 Farr amount
53 Charges
too much
54 Watch see
DOWN
1 Subdue
Caspian Sea
range
3 California fon
4 "Tao - Ching'
5 Off-road vehicle
2

1

e
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6 Sleep disturber
7 Tackles'
neighbors
8 Happy sighs
9 Nile sun god
10 Tangled

ric

11 Squirrel's &ode
13 Checked
for fingerprints
16 Owl
20 Itch
22 - Centaun
23 Film speed no
24 Galas
26 - - snail's
pace
27 Box-score
column
28 Snug
adornment
29 Sioux terrttory
31
weetnlv
34 C
:itti-TItar
Pictures
35 View from the
dons
37 Stuffed shirts
39 Deer feet
40
41 frabncer
y, rninylian
43 Loan arranger
46 Ms Farrow
47 UntlerElood

48 2001 to Ovid
50 Boxing win
52 Freight carrier
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